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ABSTRACT 

South African eUl.l.CaUOlnal system has undergone Tn"",,,.nrf'" cilange:s in the last 

legacy of racially is inequality 

standards of The movement in the 

with pressure educational community saw the changing. Eventually, all were 

declared open to races process of racial schools began. 

for the first time in education, children from disadvantaged backgrounds, children from advantaged 

backgrounds and from all races and are now all attending the same .,,, •• ,,,,,..,. 

The present '1""'''''''''''''" investigates some of historically whites only schools a 

Cape process of An selected 

underlying 

schooL 

schools in 

conducted 

was to investigate reported problems and other related the 

was a qualitative historically 

1 Wynberg School Town. were 

school principals of the schools which met the criteria for inclusion in the study (N= 

9). The consisted of both and closed-ended Semi-

structured '1""~""'Vuu,,,,,,,,,, were also ............ , • ., to educators in each schools. 

Data analysis involved a descriptive and ... "', ... ~, .. " analysis of the interview Data derived 

from was infonnation. 

, The SUI12<::st<::d that although some O:>"''''UU,LO:> that the transition smoothly on 

whole, some """'IV"'" some 

which mayor not be linked to the process of integration. reported that 

felt the rates behaviour problems in schools have generally 1n",' .. p~'<:PrI the last five years. All 

schools consistently reported that their observation has been that Black "' ... , ...... "' .. , especially those from 

and lower SOC:lO··econc:>mlC backgrounds tend to 

of ,t'lt'I(wt,-t1 the view that is a need for a 

professionals to coUaboratively 

to adapt. The ............ 0" 

psychology. Schools 

~d implementing 

""'I""'VPT1t<1t1VP intervention programmes to at risk children from developing mental health 

UU:''''HIO:> and to develop school environments. 

j 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

South African system has undergone vast ...... ",,-"' .. ,.,"','"" .... 

Schooling through a transition from being racially 

conditionally to the state of m "'.-."£"'''' 

in 

to 

last four decades. 

optionally 

changes have been supported and enforced by government legislature. The process of change been 

closely monitored many and an accompanying of to these 

"''''''Ua'~''' from perspectives. 

Available literature has to on legal issues to apartheid educational 

More recent who have the "open primarily on 

the children themselves, with most of the research being done soon after racially segregated schools were 

declared 

Some research also focuses on the children's experiences. Studies have explored issues such as whether or 

not racially and whether or not from students from 

races. Other reSiealrch tended to on f"Y1"1f"TIf"nr.p"l. 

undergo as a result of sending children to previously """O""P(1,,,t"'r1 schools (Sacco, 1991). Such 

also domestic workers particular to 

such schools (Christian, 1998; Mange, 1995). 

Literature that focuses on schools' the movement, particularly on 

on problems, is very scant. documented reSiealrCh 

was found followed up to present status 

In edllcatlOn. This study aim to serve two major purposes. In it will 

a follow-up the "open schools" process in a particular area of Western Cape, with aim 

shedding some light on of what has happened thus far the process. includes the schools' 

eXI)entenlces of behaviour and of children. Secondly, it will to encourage a shift 

m to move away from focusing on the and ~V"''''';'''UI''. on the 

tnlXJ<l1"(1..:: preventative interventions. 

-1-
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1.1 

During my first year study as a Master's student in Clinical an , was 

retiern:<1 to me for problems. agent was her mother's employer (Mrs. H) who said 

steals from other children at school and is bossy and with her other 

Anne's mother was a domestic worker who had worked with her employer for a very long time. Anne 

went to a expensive predominantly White school an affluent suburb. She and her mother lived 

with employer during the week (in a suburban area) and she spent weekends and holidays with her 

"'VI''''''. in an African township. Mrs. H was very involved and was the principal 

decision -maker in matters concerning Anne. 

During the assessment phase, it was discovered that Anne had a dilemma about where she belonged and 

fit in, as opposed to to belong; She displayed a to identify with and belong 

in the "school world" and expressed her discontent about her life in the township. A lot of her symptoms 

were with about where she feeling that she did not fit in in either of her 

two "worlds". It later became apparent that her mother felt powerless where Anne was concerned as she 

did not of a in matters Her feelings were 

compounded by her realisation that Mrs. H had afforded Anne the opportunity to experience a "superior" 

education and a life herself could never have her child. She was unable to speak about 

Anne when Mrs. was present but was able to voice her frustrations in Mrs. 

that relationship with her daughter was strained because of Mrs. 

"interference", especially in disciplinary issues. 

absence. She reported 

over-involvement and 

Anne's mother's major frustration was with the school. She reported the school communicated with 

Mrs. H about most issues pertaining to Anne. Mrs. H attended all the PTA meetings, parents' day 

school and other such However, when Anne was trouble at ",,,, .. 'elV1. 

especially stealing, Anne's mother was contacted. She felt that Anne's difficulties were "blamed" on 

her while the "good" things were ~th"h'11t.:.n to her "White", socially advantaged employer's influence. 

In dealing with the school the management of this case, many questions were raised in me to 

their towards this case other such cases. I was given the impression that on the one hand, the 

school was very to help in any way possible. On the other hand, it could be the case they 

attributed Anne's behavioural problems partly to the fact that her mother was a domestic worker, 

IPlease see Appendix Ifor a note on use of racial classification terms. 
2For purposes of confidentiality, a pseudonym has been 

-2-
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partly to the that she lived in an African township. They also referred to "Black culture", which 

implied a degree of homogeneity of culture for all African people. Questions were raised in me pertaining 

to awareness of the complexity of cultural diversity African Important to note is 

that the school was previously a racially segregated school which has recently been "opened". It is still a 

predominantly White school, with most children coming from backgrounds. Liaison with 

school made me consider many issues and implications previously racially schools that 

have "opened" to other races. I how it is school system to adapt to changes 

associated with a new population culturally different children. It is impossible to have monocultural 

education where is completely and It is similarly impossible 

to an education system that encompasses all aspects all cultures. It is therefore, ItnT\pr!~tnjrp a 

school system to adapt to the richness of cultural diversity they be confronted with. 

This study will to investigate of how the schools have adapted to the "opening" of schools 

and what experiences have What is their perspective on the process? The IS of 

a larger study. The ultimate is to explore entry points for the development of school based 

interventions and otherwise). 

1.2 

main objective of this is to nVf~Stl.gat!e: 

1.2.1 Common . in schools' observations about behavioural and emotional of 

specifically black3 children. The study will conducted in schools which were previously 

racially exclusive (for White students only) and have subsequently racially A 

related objective is to compare the problems reported to by black to those 

presented by White children so as to enable the generation of hypotheses about any observed 

differences and! or similarities. This may yield some important information about adjustment 

pattenlS in the schools. Secondly, schools' and about the and 

other problems will be explored. is very important because, in general, a person's appraisal 

of a situation will impact on their ability to deal with it as well as the manner which they will 

deal with difficulties, should they arise. This also applies to schools. Therefore, in to 

adopt a systemic view in understanding these children's difficulties, it is important to understand 

the how it and how it the situation. 

3Please see Appendix 1 for a note on the use of this term. 
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schools' perceived role in integration process- past, present and future. When the schools 

were and new population of children was introduced, what were their 

expectations? What sort of difficulties did they anticipate and in what way did they prepare 

themselves, should they encounter problems? If they have encountered problems, especially 

with the new population of children, how have they dealt with them? 

It is crucial to all the questions the with an "open mind" as very little 

"P'''''!:U'I'h with this focus has been done locally. The latter objective is not the direct focus of the research 

but serves a more contextual In to the difficulties children are 

in the schools, it is important to consider the history of the circumstances they are in. 

1.3 

Towards desegregation: A historical perspective 

Racial is a phenomenon that been a South Policies that 

were laid down under the apartheid government divided everything along racial lines. This apartheid 

svs1tem was based on White domination of all South who were classified as "black". Included in 

this category were Indian, Coloured and African people. White people had their own laws and facilities, 

as did Indian, Coloured and African people. education in South Africa has historically been 

marked with unequal provision segregation along and class lines (GilmoUr & 1994). 

Although racial discrimination in. education been for nearly three hundred it was 

reinforced when the National Party (NP) came into power in 1948 and introduced the policy of segregated 

education (Naidoo, 1996). Separate education departments were created to cater for the different 

population groups as stipulated the Commission Report in 1951, the Education of 

1953, the Coloured Persons' Education Act 1963 and the Indian Education Act of 1965. By the 1980s, 

the House of Assembly was the con!Iolling authority of education for White people, the House of 

.lJIO<J'lO<l".'u."., was for the in South Africa, the House of was 

the authority for "Coloured" education and the Department of Education and Training catered for African 

pupils. 

Concurrent with these laws were grave inequalities in the state funding for the different population 

with children's receiving minimal funding. was thus 

characterised by insufficient equipment, under-qualified and a general shortage of schools (Bot, 
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.( 

1992; Eyber, Dyer & Versfeld, 1997; Gilmour & Soudien, 1994; Naidoo, 1996}. per capita 

educational was R3082.00 White schools and R41 schools in the 1988/1989 

(SAIRR 1990:795, as cited in Naidoo, 1996). Previously, government expenditure per child 1980 

was for African children and R913 for White children (Eyber et. al, 1997). 

Although were some resistances to the apartheid education policies, nothing changed significantly 

until the 1976 Soweto student uprisings (Bot, 1992; Christie, 1994; 1996). The Catholic .....,H~ .. "'H 

also became increasingly articulate about their disapproval of 

was the beginning of a struggle continued right into 

apartheid policies in education. This 

1980s (Christie, 1990). After some 

Catholic schools admitted their first African students into their schools, with much 

disapproval from government. As opposition stronger, government was compelled to allow a 

limited number of students into previously White private schools, after having laid 

criteria for their acceptance. To to this point, it took twenty years, which demonstrates the 

"pervasiveness in South Africa" (Christie, 1990). 

The move to open was met with 1980s, (1985 - 1989), 

many White schools had to be closed down because there were too few students and too rruuiy facilities to 

maintam. One such school was Johannesburg High School for Yet were African 

township schools which were severely overcrowded, with many African children who could have filled 

those empty the White schools (Bot, 1992; Frederikse, 1992; Gilmour & Soudien, 1994; The 

Human Awareness Programme, 1990). 

Many other private schools began to admit African students without government's approval, so 1985, a 

new act was introduced. One the conditions was racial the school 

would determine the level of subsidy they received; the more African students there were, the lower the 

subsidy. Private Schools Act of 1986 stipulated that White private schools were permitted to 

cater for population In 1990, this act was amended introduced the 

Models" which set out the conditions under which White state schools could admit African pupils 
. " 

(Christie, 1994; Frederikse, 1992). White state schools could choose to maintain the status quo in 

their schools or adopt one following three models which 

Model A was a White state "'''''''JVl" the option to 

would provide a % subsidy, subject to their certain 

control over their admissions . 

and become private schools. 

as well. 

,>,. Model B stipulated that the school remains a state school under a manag;ement committee within 

departmental regulations. Most costs would funded by the state. 
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Model Cwas S'tate·aided schools which would be run by a ma~;ement conrunittee and the principal. 

The management conrunittee had the power to decide on admission policies. 

It was emphasised that schools would be registered with the racial department of the majority of their 

students (majority being 50% plus one). 

struggle towards p'!:p',O'rf~O$l·tP.rl schooling has not exclusively been in formerly White schools. 

former Indian and Coloured schools have also had their share of and have undergone a "'>lItH';'" 

process of and "opening" to other mainly African students. Although this· research 

venture focuses on the process as it has happened in the previously White schools, it is important to 

acknowledge that racial was not only between Black and White but was more 

This clearly shows the ex'tent to which education was divided and apartheid 

laws. 

The history of South African education demonstrates the segregation, constraints, resistances and 

"""""'Tn,'p,, "",,,.vv.,, endured in their attempts to evade racial of However, although 

schools took their stance against racial segregation, this did not guarantee an automatic end to racial 

asSlwn~)tlollS runoflg SDllderlts and (Christie, 1990; Eyber et. 1997). Literature that, 

in fact, the move towards racial integration in schools may have exacerbated racial tensions and mistrust 

(Bot, 1992; et. al, 1997). It has been a difficult process for all concerned, which has required 

a lot of one's attitudes. and challenging these racial assumptions 

and attitudes is a process which may still be in its infancy; the racial integration public schools still has 

a long way to (Naidoo, 1996). 

Scbool integration 

Much has been written about racial int~gration in schools in general. South Africa is not the only country 

which racial Many have been through similar 

phases segregation and integration. Studies have been documented world over, including 

the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Holland and Zimbabwe to name a Some of the 

studies on of inrunigrant children living in those states and some on the 

integration of black children into White schooling systems. Most of studies have reported that 

integration has been more successful when it has resulted from choice (Bot, 1992). South Africa is one of 

the last the world to abolish racially 1992), In theory, one may 

hypothesise that South Africa has had the opportunity to learn from the mistakes, difficulties and 

·6-
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successes that other countries have encountered in their processes of racial integration. In practice, this is 

said than done. 

1.3.3 Racism and education 

Racial discrimination has been a major part South African history. It has been there in the form of 

for centuries and to be rid of it unlearn ways will a long I?rocess for some 

people. For many, it is uncomfortable to speak about it and there are many sensitivities around the topic. 

It is to deny that still especially the than to confront it (Asmal, 

2000). One of frequently reported consequences of racial integration in schools is an increase in 

racism (Bot, 1992; Eyber et. aI., 1997; 1992; Verma, & Skinner, 1994). Unfortunately, 

to discomfort experienced speaking such are commonly not 

acknowledged or brought to the fore for open discussion. It is only through thinking about and 

understanding the issues of racism that it may be overcome (Eyber et. al., 1997; Asmal, 2000). At the 

""'''',,,''' ... ,,, .1.'\4 .... "111 conference (May 2000), of Education to as a 

"continuous education, a life's work of self-taught prejudice. Undoing it is a life's work too". The 

challenge is to "unteach the to change another chance". 

1.3.4 "-"u., ... J;i; .... a long and laborious process? 

Researchers and academic scholars studied and identified many different approaches to change in 

order to understand the change. This is important because the greatly 

impacts on the process of policy making (Ahmed & Pretorius-Heuchert, 2001; Lazarus, 2001). It has been 

found that positive interaction somebody's towards an individual not 

towards an entire group (Eyber et. aI., 1997). Social change is thus the desirable goal as opposed to 

individuals. Ahmed and Pretorius-Heuchert (2001) about social particularly 

communities. The school may also be viewed as a small community. They maintain that all defmitions of 

change contain the element time, a ~ense of history. Even though there is no unanimity on the forms, 

causes and of social They definitions and theories of change. a 

Marxist perspective, social change is 'defined as "a struggle to transform oppressive and exploitative 

social and is thus inevitable, desirable, and a to address 

inequality" (Ahmed & Pretorius-Heuchert, 2001) . 

A willingness to change ...... u .. "'" an open mind. Lazarus (2001) identified 18 factors that ....... " ..... "", .. ""'" 

change and one of the most obvious and important factors is a readiness to change. Schools 

may have a "we did fine before" or a "we've no problems here" attitude which may hinder the school 
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(Eyber et 1997; Todd, 1993). Attitudes are deeply ingrained and are thus 

very difficult to change. So too are stereotypes. Where change happens, it is usually a slow process 

(Eyber et. 1997; 1993). changing towards the 

children, it is better to change their behaviour. The rationale behind this is that the teachers' behaviour 

would the they pupils' which win eventually the teachers' 

perceptions of them. Secondly, children are passing through the education system and they will not be 

there long enough to wait for outcome (Klein, 1993). Eyber et. 

al. (1997) stress the importance of reflecting on issues encountered during the process of change 

schools ,wn'\n'f'i~"'",,~'" of developing a vision for 

Assimilation in schools 

Most schools that to ethnic minority groups usually , assimilation to take place (Eyber et. 

1997; Todd, 1993). Assimilation has been described by Giddens as ''the acceptance of a minority group in 

which group takes on the and norms of the dominant (as cited by 1993). It is 

viewed as a one-way process because the ethnic minority passively change and conform while the 

majority the to or the assimilated who are 

resistant to assimilation may, thus, 

that multicultural education should 

rejected as outcasts. Jenkins (1966, as cited in Klein, 1993) said 

for opportunity and diversity, in an atmosphere of 

mutual tolerance and not simply assimilation. Schools need to critically evaluate their policies and 

practices and they too, must adapt to the new population of students (Bot, 1992; Eyber et. aI, 1997; 

1992; Klein, 1993). 

1.3.6 The children's "'''''11''1,'''''''''''''' 

Research has been conducted in South Africa investigating children's experiences of entering multi-racial 

schools. Most of this was in the 1990s when the was just and 

most of it is directed towards Mrican children's experiences. Christie (1990) conducted research in 

racially mixed Catholic schools in the 1980s and found that children experienced problems in 

adjusting and making the transition schooling to multi racial schooling. Most of the 

difficulties experienced are social, emotional and/or scholastic in nature. African pupils also reported 

difficulties with White children. The that schools challenged 

racial assumptions amongst the White children. 

II p<::p~r{'h published by the Human Awareness Programme in 1990 found schools with more African 

pupils had to adapt and the school culture in the African children to fit in. Other scholars 

-8-
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reported this (Eyber et. al., 1997; 1992). The pupils in scnCJOls were more 

empathic towards African pupils and the "appalling living conditions" they went home to. However, in 

one school with very African students, African pupils found it hard to to the ... uO'ul"j ... ." 

especially when they are living in two worlds: the townships and the "White" school. In another study, 

one child said I don't know who I am. at home, I when I'm at school, I 

have to be White" (Beard & Gaganakis, 1991). Research has found that the African children who were 

the first to enter newly schools experienced a difficulties. Most of them were 

"""" ........... " .. and came to be seen as "coconuts"; people with black skins and white interiors (Eyber et. 

1997; Frederikse, 1992). It was a common occurrence for to assume racial discriminatory 

""LL'L""'''''' of their White counterparts and some became "racist" towards subsequent children 

entering the schools. Research has shown that African children sometimes develop shame for their 

cultures and backgrounds tend to denounce their For example, may from 

SPC;:akltnJ;!; their mother tongues. may be partly due to the lack of acknowledgement their different 

cultures in some ofthe open schools (Eyber et. al., 1997). 

Generally, literature suggests that racial problems and differences among students are more prevalent and 

obvious in secondary schools than in primary schools (Carrim, 1992; Christie, 1990; 

Finchilescu, 1999; et. al., 1997; Human Awareness Programme, 1990). According to Bot 

(1992), 'lhe positive effects of desegrjega1tlOn are completely restricted to the early primary 

grades". This tmcung has been replicated in international studies (Frederikse, 1992). findings imply 

that there are difficulties integration of the more senior 1p.~1mp'·r<:: whose attitudes and 

ssumptlOllS are more deeply ingrained. 

Frederikse (1992) uses Zimbabwe's experience of desegregation and likens it with parallel process of 

integration South education is Her revealed, other that as 

schools became more integrated racially, racial prejudice amongst children became less apparent. 

Children, of all races, became increasingly prejudiced against children from lower socio-economic 

backgrounds. 'i; 

1.3.7 The teachers' experienceS 

A small body of literature on that been conducted mvestllgatmg teru::nel,'S 

of the process of opening schools (Bot, 1992; Eyber et. ai, 1997; Munshi, 1997; Skuy Vice, 1996). This 

on attitudes racial integration in schools and not on their 

experiences (Bot, 1992; Skuy & Vice, 1996). One study investigated the attitudes teachers from 

previously ISal]vama;ges and schools 1997). Some these studies were conducted 
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In early 1990s when the education policies were just beginning to consider aes,egI'eg,mon, 

Most found that were ambivalent about change initially: Some of them, mostly 

English speaking White teachers, were in favour of racial integration, while the majority of .n. .... "'''' ....... ''' 

speaking White were against it (Bot, 1992; Eyber et, at, Skuy & Vice, 1996), 

Eyber et. al (1997) reported that since schools were declared «open" to all races, teachers have struggled, 

and are struggling, with the conStantly changing dynamics in their i) ..... ,VVl,i). Some of the previously 

privileged schools have voiced their concerns about drops in standards, and report that they are battling to 

maintain their identities. Unfortunately, these concerns are usually expressed terms of race which may 

be as racism, which has been identified as one of the key obstacles to development in South 

African schools (Eyber et. al, 1997), 

Literature suggests that although most schools and their teachers have only good intentions for their 

African pupils, not always helpful (Eyber et. 1997), There are still many in 

schools. For example, it has been found that some educators have stereotypical expectations of what 

African children are like and they speak of culture". Many African students in previously 

segregated schools have been identified as having a poor and low self esteem. In 

these conclusions are based on the observation that there are some quiet African pupils who do not mingle 

as much as the This is a COllse<Jue:nce there is no single 

same (Eyber et. al, 1997; Frederikse, 1992), "Black culture" and not all African children are 

1.3.8 The schools' role- what the literature says 

Democracy is best learned in a democratic setting where participation is encouraged, 

views can openly where is 'IT""3t1n ..... 

expression pupils and teachers, and where there is and justice. 

(Speaker's Commission on Citizenship, 1990 as cited in Klein, 1993) 

The school is a social where the process of socialisation must take place. It is a site for 

development, not only of but norms, values responsibilities which once were nl1 .. h, .. ~'rI 

naturally in the family and community (Muller, 1990). responsibility shifts to the schools and that is 

why it is imperative to examine what on there. 

Another reason why the school plays an important role the racial integration of children, not only in 

schools but communities at large, is that education is a very powerful means of .... , ....... ',. ...... after 

all, it was the process of education racism and it down the generations in the 

-10-
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place 2000). "''''''IVV,"'' are therefore place cycle may be broken and new patterns 

of thinking may nurtured. 

Research also that teachers' attitudes and expectations a powerful on pupils' feelings 

about themselves and and may directly determine their academic progress (Rist, 1970 

Wright, 1985 as cited in Klein, 1993). It may be possible to find schools with a half open door they 

have open school policies but racially segregating attitudes. Considering that assumptions may be 

1.t:i:l.I.;nt:n> may have their own rooted, been reinforced by apartheid government, 

prejudices assumptions about ethnic minority children. The assmulanoru:st approaches used in most 

schools (bridging and classes to help African in etc.), although done with good 

intentions, may discriminatory dis empowering to pupils. 

The manner which teachers and other with the been found to one 

factors affects learning (Eggleston et. 1986 & Gillbom, 1990, as cited Klein, 1993; Macdonald 

et. al., 1989; and Rampton, 1981). school system may disabling to ethnic minority groups which 

hinder full that assess and ... .., ........ _ 

African children differently from White children (Eggleston et. aI., 1986 as cited in Klein, 1993). 

plays a very important detemtlmmg how smooth the transition will be for all 

concerned. Racial integration should not be at the expense of anybody's indigenous culture. 

In other the goal should be to people become racially not assimilated, while at the 

same time appreciating cultural diversity. 

1.3.9 Mental health education: past to nr&> ..... 'rlf' 

and Donald (1997) use the term "education" to mean not only the of fomnal schooling, but 

also the "strategy for achieving both individual and broader social development". 

term health" falls within the definition "health" which has .. ",,,,,,,"..,'1'11,, 

defmition of the 

defined as 

complete sense of physical, mental ~ocial well-being" and not just absence of (Alma Ata 

1978, as cited in Swartz & Gibson, 1997). This defmition acknowledges that all three 

identified aspects of health are interrelated and must be addressed in a holistic manner. Mental 

health along a continuum of "illness" and "wellness". It is thus important to need for 

curative, preventative and health promotive schools (Lazarus & Donald, 1997). 

the apartheid as for the 

different races. While the first "psychological services", or their equivalent were established in White 

education the 1940s, it was not until later before services were eStablished in education 

-11-
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departments catering 

stuclents was 1:2750 

Indian, Coloured and African pupils. In the ratio of psychologists to 

Coloureds and 1 :28000 

included psychological 

White 1:8800 Indians, 1:9000 

African students. Services established for White, Indian and Coloured 

assessment and mtj~rvientlon for cmmsellllng in schools, educational 

schools, and and/or remedial services 

a very long "PT'''l'''''' to 

children in mainstream schooling with special 

stuclents were limited to group psychometric 

assessments (National Education Policy Investigation, as In & Donald, 1997). 

recent times, has promotion of mental health education. 

the early 1990s, the National Education Investigation was launched. The aim was to reSI~arc;h areas 

that were identified as One area was Education Support ""''''''1'',,,,, This 

research identified and developed policy options for the support services South African education. 

Furthermore, the Western Education Support Services Policy Research and Development Group 

was initiated from project. TIlis was beginning of the of role-players 

could debate policy issues relating to Education Support in South Africa. These have 

been central to advocating the importance mental health and other of health, in education 

& Donald, 1997). 

1.3.10 Conclusion 

Education in South Africa has many changes the last decades. Schools have, especially 

recently, being segregated to being racially but it a great 

to achieve this, partly because of the of the apartheid government's racial discriminatory policies. 

the of democracy in early 1990s, were to races. has not 

been an easy process and has been monitored by researchers. of them have focused on student's 

eX[)enlenlces of the process opening schools to all races. Although' few, if local studies have been 

conducted to adjustment problems open schools, they have 

documented through the findings of othl.'iJ.: studies. 
'\: 

Attitudes ahout races have and still are, changing and altering the face South African education. 

I·''' .... ''", ........ " .... it is U"'JUl'i,U ImleraCU()ns with other at "',",U'JUI, that are being 

integrated racially. term school" should not refer only to the opening schools to other races 

but openness to cultural diversity, individuality and change. Schools change 

for decades. came and along with It will take many more years, hard work to 

change of thinking and attitudes that have enforced and reinforced decades. Whether or not 

schools realise struggles ahead are prepared to those in order to make transition as 
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smooth as possible is a question research can only to investigate. 

1.4 

Last at Child Guidance Clinic (CGC) where I completed first year of studies, nine 

Afiican and Coloured children were seen who met the following They were all in and 

secondary schools which were formerly White, some of which are predominantly for White lerurnel·s. 

Some of them had who were domestic as case, some them lived in 

townships and commuted. to school every day, some them had changed to the former White schools 

after having attended other schools. All children presented with emotional problems manifested 

through maladaptive behaviour patterns, social withdrawal and scholastic among other things. 

Although these nine children were assessed and treated, there were many more like them who reInained 

on the waiting list were never afforded the opportunity to see a clinician. For example, one previously 

Whites only school referred 40 children to Child Guidance Clinic at one 

In previous other ,."""""""''',,..1'1,,, .. ,,, 

that outlined above (Christian, 1998; ........... !".", 

"LU'.u ... " which were ,.,., ..... t;u<.t",rI by a similar to 

Ngqakayi, 1991). The point therapy units such as 

the CGC Inay receive more and more referrals of this sort. Assessing and treating all these children 

could become an exhausting, expensive and especially COJ1SUlenmg 

limited resources we have available. It may also inappropriately label children as "the problem" and 

as the problem. why we must look at the schools' resources the of their 

potential using those to help children at level. As the old saying prevention is better 

than cure. If the schools were to be given guidelines as to how to help these children, they could possibly 

feel better equipped to and they could become more involved and IS a 

growing sense that interventions with children from schools to shift from being only curative, 

when ........ L1 .... LUU\." occur, to being more preventative and organizational based. 

Unfortunately, appears to be a gral'e paucity of literature that focuses on the schools' experiences of 

"open schools mentioned most the focused on the ..... UIU ...... 

and the families' experiences of sending their children to these schools. It is, however, crucial that 

res(~arc:n be done locally on the what have 

now since more than years have passed since schools were declared open. It is hoped that this study 

win on one hand, serve the purpose mental health resources such as some V<U • .lQ.VllOi 

may be incorporated in preventative and other interventions. It is hoped that some useful 

recommendations may come out of this project. On other hand, this research win contribute 

to narrowing of the gap literature. 

-13-
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 

2.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

race 

study reported on in dissertation fonns part 

schools; dissertation focuses only on 

1"PT,"rtpr! on elsewhere. 

a larger collaborative investigation into issues 

qualitative The of the rest of the 

_~ .. ,.,_ .. ~ .. was in Wynberg School 

Area in only" schools. Part the qualitative reported here, targeted a 

...... AU .. "'" drawn Circuit 1 .of this area and Part the rest of investigation, targeted rest 

sarrlple drawn Circuits and 5. 

In the research design, two important "","'''''''''' had to be taken consideration. First of 

under IS there is very little to build on. For 

reason, the venture that will be reported on in this dissertation was viewed as a pilot study: a 

preliminary inquiry. Furthermore, coupled with the sensitive nature of the an 

approach was employed. Qualitative have to more 

ethical and informative when researching people's life (Miles & Hubennan,.1994; Strauss & 

1990). In such circumstances, one would not the true of their participants' unique 

if were to quantified a sense of the are for 

participants (Lee, 1993). 

There are 4 main geographical areas within the Metropole the 

Town area, Athlone Area and the Atlantis Area. target population for the larger investigation4 was 

.,..,,,,vv.,., in the Wynberg school area. ~ynberg Area is into 5 and 225 schools fall 

within those These A ............ '" primary secondary schools, private schools, special schools and 

nTp·.n?·' ..... "'rv schoolss. study LV .... u,,~,u on 1. area was t" ... ." .. t~,rl 

u"''',a ... ','''' of the observed rapid increase to schools area 

because the falls within Circuit 1 of the Wynberg School Area. 

There are .,,,,,,vv,,,,, in Circuit 1 1, APt)enallX 2) . all schools which were 

see Appendix 2. 
area, to table A2.1 
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for White pupils, (i.e. former C schools), were included in ,,"."<AWL .. , This is because 

most children who were .... t;"' .... ,·,-I to were from the White """'''lVVI.",,, A total of 8 

public and primary schools (4 of each) met criterion were included sample. 

Private schools were also included sample although some of them were historically involved 

policies. were, however, all predominantly until fairly .... r·"'1"Ith, 

(approximately 10 years ago), The inclusion private schools, gives a window into some 

comparative on whether that emerge follow the same as those from public 

schools. Another reason why private were included sample is schools may 

,,.,.,,.,,,,,1" on the broader fabric of the community and should thus be considered any schooling policy 

a society (Muller, 1990). that were to have 

previously 

and part-time 

the 

White pupils or at least pre:-dl[)minamtly for 

institutions were excluded from the sample, A total 

included in the It is important to emphasize 

:OrI-est)OnaeIlce colleges 

6 private schools met the 

a full investigation 

study. The in ,...-.""" .... ""LVV'''' per se is '''''TnT'll'' scope 

sample th",,.,,,t,,,, .. ,,, consisted of 14 schools. 

The study was divided into two Data collection both parts was concurrently. 

was a of the "'''''A.'VV''> in Circuit 1 

principals. The ;:)'I;;;\,Vll:U part was also conducted in Circuit 1 

some of the attitudes and experiences of selected teachers in 

interviews were conducted 

survey methods were used to 

schools. 

first part 

Before any collection 

Provincial 

place, permllSSlCtn to ..,Vii,.. ... ''''. research was 

Department6. After p"'.uu.>.., .... 'u (PAWC) 

from 

been letters1 were sent to all the ""'''lVVl''' in the sample, requesting participation in 

research giving an overview of the study. included the purpose of the study, implications of 

the results and how they may be 

though a questionnaire and an interview were used, the questions were similar content. 

were, adapted in to appropriate the particular respondent, be it a school 

.0 

6See 4 for the J..jU ... ..,' .. 1\ •• l1 Department 
7See Appendix 5 for a copy of the sent to ,,"',,'VV1<, 
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principal, or an educator. All the questions on both the interview schedule and the questionnaire were 

piloted on 5 University of Cape 

2.3.1.1 Interview schedule 

was the survey questionnaire in 

Most of the questions were adapted for use an interview situation. The was to have an interview 

schedule would take a minimum of 30 .. u,"_ •. ~u and a maXUnUlrtl of 45 H.ll .... ".'" 

because interviews are too long, respondents may lose concentration or become bored, which may 
.'/ 

1S 

the results (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996). interviews were used because of their documented 

doing qualitative reSiealrcn & Rosnow & """'"",j<lUj,,,., 1 Seale 

1998). "O~"'''''''UH rapport and to stimulate trust 

• and co-operation of the participants. also provide the opportunity to probe difficult areas sensitively. 

Another advantage is fact the 1"P';:'P<'I1'''' can help with of 

questions. MisinteI1pretatiion of questionnaire questions does especially sensitive questions 

(Rosnow & Rosenthal, Another advantage of interviews is that they allow the researcher 

O1""·<'It~ ... control over the If need to more on a response, may so, 

which is not possible with other collection methods. 

Due to the time available only "'''.",u",." which had an 

interview SC[lC01111C. Other questions would not any 

the respondent's spare time, were included in the Statistical 

interview schedule were ,.,.,,,,, ........ ,,, eliciting information about social 

of children, in the other included) 

they children how of was 

arranged a way that started off 

increasingly open-ended, requiring more thought and reflection. Research suggests that asking sensitive 

questions earlier in the interview interferes with establishment of trust and rapport & 

Rosenthal, 1996). Finally, respondents were asked more personal questions about the process of 

schools to all races. were about their eXlper1erlces, 
~: 

8See Appendix 6 for the lnT"1"'U'lPUf 

AP1Pen.01X 3 for the 
Appendix 7 for the Statistical Information Sheet 
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Statistiical Information (SIS) 

The Statistical Infonnation was devised the fonn of a quc~sttlomlalI 

were ,",Vll"lOJ,,,,l";;'U very important but did not u'-'''', ... '''''' .... 

questions included 

this sheet were those have to be in 

interview. It was, therefore, mutually time-efficient, to compile some of the factual and background 

ClU!~St1oru[lal:re fonn later It was that this form would a 

7 to complete. 

2.3.1.3 Questionnaire educators 

This questioMaire l1 was a modified version of survey questionnaire used in the larger study. 

rl'l\lill'lr"c;: rrlanagc;:ment structures were more about 

children with were asked. This is u ...... ,"' .... " ... e<lucatolrs 

more likely to observations about patterns of problems 

obtained would the resear'ch€~r 

with 

experience with them. 

a more holistic 

... ",. .... "',." and are 

information 

of 

rea~~ners were to their opinions, and experiences 

about the open school process as well. It was thought that questionnaires would most effective use 

with because firstly, it was more the would enable 

to more open and fearing that superiors in the school know what 

and said it. 

2.3.2 

schools to be included in study, they had to have met the following criteria: 

1. school must be Circuit 1 of the school area. 

2. The must be a previously " .. 0".. .. <." and! or predominantly school (i.e. an open school) 

A total of 14 schools met the criteria for inclusion in the study sample. Four these schools were public 

secondary schools, 4 were public primary schools the remaining 6 schools were schools. For 

first of study, (30-40 .... ., ___ , 'nt • ...-v, .. "],, were conducted with the willing 

principals, respondents. interviews consisted questions, 

uniformity of procedure while at the same time, allowing respondents room to express themselves 

The interviews were conducted in English, at mutually convenient times and took place on school 

Appendix 8 the educator qm~stlomlalI 
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I-'''.UU'~''O. With 

the recording was explained to 

permission, the 

respondents, 

"v_,,,,,,uo were tape recorded 

later transcription and analysis. 

purpose of 

Each interview began with an introductory and framing. it was a topic and 

that had had a minimum of a to think about letter create hypotheses about 

the content of the it was that may slightly the It 

suggested that when conducting interviews about sensitive topics, it is of utmost importance to 

~ ______ . good rapport the (Lee, 1993). It was thus important to carefully to 

what was about to assure them the 

confidentiality of both school's identity. Privacy and confidentiality are important 

a framework trust (Lee, 1993). were to questions 

about any were and there was a sense of rapport 

anxiety, the actual interview process began. Although question order was predetermined as a guide, 

order was, at The areas of discussion and themselves 

were more words, if the on to a 

was going to asked later, that question be asked. The purpose approach was to maintain a 

more naturally standardized interview 1993). 

the end the interview, a \.l,",'JU~d.UJ'l5 process occurred where the participants had opportunity 

to speak about their 

CarIU1(laIC~S felt more the was off the 

was an "informal . It is for this reason information about content of the 

debriefings will not be reported on in this Finally, were for their time the 

" .... ~'Vil, ... part their was explained to 

study required the school principals select three ""' .. "u,,,.F. staff to fill a 

structured questionnaire (the educator questionnaire). responsibility of selecting educators to 

complete the questionnaires was left up to principal. The reason for this was to enable himJ to 

have a and some over who be included from schooL However, preferences were 

the school at five and it was that it 

useful to have teachers who are teaching children of different For eX,imOle having 

educators who 

from Grade 6. 

Grade 2 pupils, have one educator from 2, one from Grade 4 and one 

emphasised in schools had administration for both 

primary secondary "'-11"""". 

school principal of each participating school was given 

-18-
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was a ad(1resse:d envelope, which would directly to me. Standard 

instructions were principal to allocate the 

them to fined in, and at the office for collection. 

chosen educators, 

deadline for completion questionnaires was 

set a week to 10 was then It is l1T1'nn,rT, .. ,t 

to know that was ... U"Vl' ....... lJ' no contact the educators; there was total anonymity. 

Finally, the principals were SIS (Appendix 6) to fill in own The 

the information sheet was to obtain some background, factual information about the school in order to put 

the into context. as specific set of properties pertain to a 

& 1990) SIS was devised information is important it 

was not necessary to those questions in the interview. questions on the information sheet are 

that either required looking up records or they were factual could done at time. 

2.4 

there were many ethical that 

had to considered. Indeed, all must carried out ethically and morally. This is especially true 

the behavioural sciences but even more so when topics 1993). 

research proposal was to an ethics committee the University Cape Town's 

Psychology Department 'their input and approvaL five faculty consulted approved the study. 

to undertake study from Head Education 

at the Western Cape Education . The down 

conditions for the research and these were strictly adhered to. Informed consent was obtained from all 

research participants. 

I am bound by a confidentiality at CGC at the ......... I5,uLuu.O of my 

the participants was, strictly One way of achieving 

was by numbers to each the schools that participated. schools were to by 

numbers. Only the researcher would able to identifY the schools. It was necessary to identifY them 

because it was the only way outstanding could traced. Participants were aware that 

not have to answer any they were uncomfortable all interview a 

short debriefing process followed they were able to voice any concerns and about 

experience the interview. was a purely optional process and some respondents declined to say 

Appendix 4 
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more happy proceedings. 

It is important to consider that fmdings of research may be useful to u .... ""..... health 

to schools to the schools are the 

research (i.e. with difficulties). It is, after all, unethical to research 

of this 

for 

the doing research 1993). report will available for all lT1tf't"",~,tpl1 

participants' perusal. 

Data analysis was done overlapping stages. 

Cl Firstly, interviews Circuit I, all were -------J by 

the researcher. served as a reflective process where important interactions and process notes 

were recorded. 

Cl During the sec;on.<l stage, a descriptive analysis of the interview transcripts was done ........ ,,. ..... and 

prevailing attitudes from was and 

analysis of the data was separately the educator 

questionnaires. 

supplement 

the information derived from educator questionnaires will be used to 

to obtain a 

more holistic w, .. ' ..... "" of 

, analysis is that, one can make inferences about some of the major issues that are concern in most 

"".AV",.", which may an basis for research to up on. 

Cl During the stage, aspects the research, example rates recurrent 

behaviour problems, were tabulated. The of the quantitative aspects 

TP"',f'>"'T"t'I is that it allows one to and contrast findings from the different' schools. 

Cl Finally, cOIlte;i(tual ....... uv,!;" information was pvtY"",,,t,,,,rl 

educator questionnaires. In descriptive 

,any trends relating demographic to experiences 

to assess the 

and the 

information was used to .-_ ...... J 

the schools. Due to the relatively 

""""VA.'" of rlif'f"_, .. ..,t "''''TnT'lllp size, 

However,some of the 

methods were not 

loe:ntll1eo in this resl~arc;h be followed by future t"P":P""'" 
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2.6 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

many reliability qualitative .. ",c",·,,,",, 

example, positivists and interactionists have long debated issues of reliability validity particularly 

and (1994) report instrument reliability and validity highly 

depend on They are of the opinion that in qualitative is the 

instrument. A good researcher win therefore be" valid and will collect reliable data. 

IVP'nTl:Ul (1995) argues that in qualitative research, 'authenticity' rather than is often issue. 

This is because aim in qualitative research is usually to an 'authentic' understanding of people's 

(Silverman, 1995). If and his! achieve aim, 

is and 

sUjl~J;!;e~;teo that is ...... "" .. ,"' ... , and .............. ".u........ • In COI1lSloenrlJ;!; the 

validity responses, it is important to what he terms ",,.,, t"' ... ·'" , 

interviewee's cultural beliefs, assumptions, background and expectations of interview versus those 

the come into contact The validity responses of the of 

that the or the interviewee intersubjectively? 

Laslett and Rapport Lee, 1993) hnITn'"" the terms transference and countertransference 

theory to context. In sense, 

to feelings rlP'"lVP'rl from earlier experiences which are projected onto analyst and 

countertransference feelings are but on the of the analyst. Laslett and Rapport, 

more loosely refer to for ex.lm},le, however, use the terms "'U~"V~'V"""H 

lnr,~rvle",,,ee develops an lY\Ju .... ,""n1\.,u The consequence 

may thus, may give responses they think the ,,.,t, ....... ,,"'.,,,"' .. wants to hear, thereby 

biasing true results. It is important to take this into account as well when validity and 

reliability of qualitative research. 

the lnT ..... ll"'''II~ .. vice 

Other considerations include the the (me). My ,ntE...-vlPUl1 was 

one where, was a sense of naturally interaction, I 

of my own attitudes, disapproval and! or approval by maintaining a relatively stance 

all the I avoided any comments or prompts when respondents made 

responses or silent the were used to this Another important 

consideration concerning me, as the is the ", .. 1"' .. "., • .,., my name, my accent my 

race. Prior to conducting the interviews, I made telephonic contact with 

-21-
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have a rather British accent and a name considerably atypical of an African South rLLJl1\.d:,U it 

have been the case that most assumed that I was of another race, possibly White. However, 

on me at the interview, they realised that I was, actual 

Re:search 1:'''0'0'''1:'1"1:' that there are ways in which interviewers can the validity responses 

they receive (Lee, 1993). Two kinds of interview effects have been identified as particularly important 

when (Bradburn, 1983 as cited 1993; et. 1983 as cited in 

Lee, 1993). Only one of these is relevant in this study. They suggest that the social characteristics of the 

interviewers themselves may a although slight, on the results. Studies shown 

that the race the may the responses These studies found did not 

affect responses to all areas of the interviews. However, one area that was affected was where questions 

were about attitudes, sometimes hostile attitudes, towards other races (Johnson, 1996; 1993). It is 

important to take when of present study as is a 

likelihood that the validity of some of the responses may be undermined. may be' possible 

considering that I am a Black researcher researching race issues in a "White world,,13. 

The above points of view demonstrate some of the complexities of assessing reliability and validity of 

qualitative interview we terms replicability, then it is possible to replicate 

study. Although qualitative in nature, standardised research tools were used which could be used in 

other study of this nature. 

In summary, this research venture was a qualitative study of the some of schools in 

Circuit I of the Wynberg .school area have undergone during the process of racial integration. Nine of the 

14 that met inclusion the sample collection involved 

interviewing the 9 school principals and administering questionnaires to 3 educators in each school (a 

total of 27 educators). Twelve educator questionnaires were returned (44%). Data analysis involved a 

descriptive analysis of data from questionnaires used as 

supplementary information. The results,y,rill be discussed in the following chapter. 

13This term has been borrowed Walton Johnson (1996). 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

this chapter, the results will be reported on. The on information the 

the school Ttr1111"1Y"" 

will 

information supplemented by information 

VV""'Ul""U from the Statistical Information 

It is important to note that when ""'T'lir.rt'TI 

the section (Creswell, 1994). 

(SIS) and the educator questionnaires that were returned. 

data, a lot of the discussion . place 

U",\.ii:l.l.I:,'" In research, are'attempting to build a 

holistic picture; a narrative of people's ",v."",,-'e>'f'I"'''''' and This can not be done without pn1tPT'1ina into 

some form of preliminary a formal U"'v"'~i"lVU cltlap,ter will follow. 

3.1 

14 schools ""1'"'''''~''''' for inclusion in the sample, 9 actually partlcl1patc~d research. The . 

remaining 5 schools were unable to participate due to different reasons. One school was willing to 

.... <lv-T.,...i,....,1c.'" only school principal would be to 

educators before making final decision. The school consequently not to take as the 

"not want staff to be asked such racially loaded questions". Another school was to 

but and 2 other were unable to part due to resource 

and other taking 

response rate the interviews (64%) was considering very limited 

for the data. time was as stipulated the conditions 

Education l ..... "rl1""""' ... t O1l"l'1ntPI1 P"lHH"';)l\,J'H to conduct the (see Appendix 4). One 

was available 

the 

conditions 

was "the investigation is not conducted during the fourth school term". Data collection was done 

the third school term, which was a 

speculate, whether the schools which 

term. It was not possible to assess, nor is it appropriate to 

not participate differed systematically from those which did, 

with to the 

Table the ""'l.'VV'" that were included in ""'1'''1-11''. For purposes confidentiality, 

schools have been labelled with numbers and will be ,. .. i", ...... ~·rI to by their corresponding numbers from 

on. Information about the 

also included in 

serve a contextual purpose. 

of school each school and the of cater has 

table may be to paper as this 

table indicates which schools "'V •.• ""'l1 .... '~ to the 

tonnation may 

how many 

educator questionnaires were returned from each school and also whether the was returned. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of response rates 

School Type Level Interview Questionnaires SIS 
1 State Secondary Yes 2 Yes 
2 State ondary Yes 0 No 
3 Private S",vvlludry Yes 3 Yes I 
4 Private f>rimary Yes 3 Yes 
5 Private Primary No NlA NlA 
6 State Primary No NlA NlA 
7 ,Private Primary Yes 0 No 
8 State Primary Yes 0 No 

.9 'Private All levels Yes 1 No 
10 State 

~:~ 
Yes 3 No 

11 Private No , NlA NlA 
12 State dary No NlA NlA 
13 State Primary Yes 0 No 
14 State Primary No NlA NlA 

In summary, 9 schools participated included 3 state secondary schools, one private secondary 

school, 2 state 2 private and one school which a 

administration for both primary and secondary school 

the 9 school PnJIlCIJ)alS 6 were 3 were of were 

White. It is also important to consider some the characteristics the schools. School 1, a 

predornmantly White 60% White children, 26% Coloured ·12% African 

children 2% children. racial composition School 2 was not determined as the 

school principal did not want to give any racial breakdowns because the reportedly "do not see race, 

they are all children". School 3 of 91 % White pupils and 9% Coloured, and Asian pupils. 

School 4 is of 87% pupils and 13% pupils. School 7 is 90% and 

10% black As with School School 8 to an indication compositions at 

schooL However, it is a predominantly White schooL School 9 is comprised of 40% White, 40% 

Coloured and 10/20% and Asian pupils. School 10 has 80-85% Coloured children, 3-5% the 

are I % are White the (± 10%) are pupils. School is comprised 

70% White children; 15120% Coloured children, 5% African children and the remaining children are 

Asian ",Utt ...... ,u 

context is to amme:se or of 
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3.3 

results will be organised in tenns of important and pertinent that came in the 

The schools' different experiences, expectations and perspectives of integration be reported on 

and then consequent to that, of some of the reported problems schools experience with 

children will presented. 

3.3.1 Experiences of racial integration in state schools 

AU of the state schools the sample felt that on the whole, the transition gone smoothly and racial 

integration in the schools has been successful. However, the school principals reported on their own 

... "".'"", .... ''"' .... oi> and about of integration in their schools. They also spontaneously 

commented on their experiences in schools where had worked previously. AU the school principals 

from the state schools reported that general trend they have observed is that schools that had a 

....... "."'n'''" influx" of other races, and have experienced the transition as incredibly and 

have encountered many difficulties in process. Principal 1315
, of a predominantly White school said, 

"Integration here has posItlve. if you want to see real problems, see schools where there has 

been a massive influx children from other races and cultures. Here, not much has changed so the 

children have integrated well." On this topic, Principal 2, also a predominantly White school, said "the 

school I worked previously changed colour almost ove~nuight' and numerous un,u ........ ,_'" came 

The principals reported that some their colleagues in schools that had had large enrolments of black 

,,"vrlrp;:,;:,ptf concerns that the the changed and aCaLOelnIC Stalilaaras 

have dropped. The colleagues attributed this to the flooding of children from poor academic backgrounds 

schools and them unable to up so they are to the in the .., ... UVV1. 

Some of the schools reported ext:,enenCInfJ; apprehension during the initial of 

anxiety about was to come. Principal, 8, a predominantly White school, reported that initially they 

had thought "Ah, there's a Black child, tPere are going to be problems. We all went through this fear of 

the unknown because we have been brought up people are and we· were COIllcernea 

about, not Black people, but standards. We1ve got very high standards in this school so we thought:" 

Black people in, the drop. But it happened in way". 

lSFor purposes of confidentiality, the school principals will referred to according to the school's 
corresponding number. the principal of school 1 will be to as Principal 1. 
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Another theme that came up was acknowledgement of cultural diversity that racial integration has 

brought into the schools. Principal 1 "transition brought a richness to the school, with all 

rhH'p"",'nt types of cultural diversity (sic). I think it has brought to the school which was not 

there before, which I think is for the school". Principal I 0, a now predominantly Coloured school, 

felt that people have "downplayed differences too much", in White schools like 

where worked previously. "they that you can just come in and be little Whites and they 

can be as blunt as that". However, Principal 1, a predominantly White school, had a slightly different 

""''''"",,,M"n1'' and that don't want them to be little westemised children, but would like to 

normal, universal sorts of things". 

But schools have to some a<ijustments to accommodate the new population students. One 

the universally encountered problems is that the majority the pupils come from away-

the African townships. Many of these. children have transport problems and this has implications for their 

inclusion in extramural activities designed to interaction and facilitate into life of 

the schooL Most extramural activities occur after school, usually after 2:30pm in order for these 

children to home before dark, they must leave school soon after it ends at 2:30pm. As a consequence, 

they up out on sports and society occur to that. Schools 13 

both gave examples of instances where some children from the townships have stayed on for extramural 

which they and have up being at school, until 

at night. schools are still working on rmding feasible solutions. There are other practical 

,,1'I1In,,1'tn,,'nT<! that schools have had to make. For example, according to Principal I, having Muslim 

children in their school meant that they had to adjust their catering to incorporate Halaal dishes. In certain 

ms1tan<~es, "' ... "'V""'., have at least need to make some in order 

to accommodate all the children and their needs. In reality, this has not been an easy thing to achieve. As 

is an unfortunate that schools have to change their way of thinking, but it's not 

that simple". 

Although all the state have reported that the been smooth and positive, there 
'. 

have been anxious times. For example, all the state schools reported that one of their major problems is 

that most the black learners that entered their system came from disadvantaged educational 

backgrounds. Many of them It has been difficult in some cases to maintain 

sta.Jnda.rds at the schools, which have reportedly dropped in some cases. 3 of the state schools 

_nnrT~'1'I a drop which also been partly to the crumgmg p ...... "' ... ..,. 

School principals in the open schools have their own interpretations of their role in facilitating as smooth 

a transition as possible. Principal 8 has found sometimes, it is difficult for people to acCept aspects of 
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other people's culture. the example 

lunch together. little African girl was 

an instance where a small group of children were having 

a foot! claw and a little White was horrified. 

Principal 8 feels his role is to explain to people that certain actions that are not comfortable to them are 

acceptable to people from other cultures and there is with that. He his role is partly to 

help people different cultures to understand and accept each other and their cultures. He envisions 

this as a two-way process. "we must understand them and they must understand us. It both ways". 

Otherwise, he that the childr.en at his school "are integrated completely, in aspects". Principal 2 

sees his role as "To keep a positive feeling about public education in the of massive changes. say 

to people, we can make it work peacefully in this country, and to have system". 

acknowledges that we still have a way to go. Principal 1 her role is firstly to encourage staff 

because they get discouraged, especially when they work very hard and see no Secondly, to 

ensure that P"~·rvi ... np treatment and to disavow any use of racial difference as an 

excuse. 

Principal 10 had a very different approach to racial Int.;>O'T'!:Itl{\n He that it is important to 

acknowledge that there are different people from different backgrounds working by side. are 

and there will be racial issues and prejudices because that is how people have been brought up. ''The thing 

is people do not acknowledge they deep down in their heart that it is actually a racial I 

am straightforward and say there is a racial issue here, let's talk about it, let's label it but let's not name

call" said. What he has enjoyed the most is those put on the about 

openly, which was not done in his early years of open schooling where he noticed that "they just ran away 

it, all the time. They will eventually have to these things". has found that one of 

difficulties of multicultural education is that "people may react to you in a certain way and things may be 

interpreted in terms or different cultures when you may not have intended it that way". So there 

are many sensitivities. 

Another aspect that is difficult is unpredictability associated with change. ''The difficulty with change 

is you think it is going well then suddenly, something happens and you think the whole world is falling 
'. 

apart and tomorrow, itls back to normal Principal 10. What has through 

the transition is that even if you make a good the reaction is resistance and 

rebellion and afterwards, they realise it was a good change or decision." All in all, he that through 

~tirl"",c!l;!inIO' and debating these at the school, attitudes are slowly. He hopes it will 

be positive and knows is a long way to go because "change takes time". He feels it is important to 

acknowledge oo~.ta(;Jes are part of the change and people should not discouraged but 

remain focused on a common, vision at the school. In his words, "We've actually to dream, to 

me that's the bottom line. If you have a dream, a vision, you 
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telling people to have the vision front of them the And perhaps that's the biggest challenge. 

we can do that, we are to succeed but if we lose that, then we're going to flounder, when 

there are obstacles, people keep on saying just means and you have to keep saying, no, 

is part of change." 

3.3.2 Experiences of racial integration in private schools 

Three of the 4 private schools appear to have gone through a similar trallSltlon Drc,ce~;s "" ...... 1""'"'"", 

experiences of School 4 Although the process they have undergone and their 

differ somewhat to those of the former Model C schools, are some common 

experiences, in general. 

Independentl6 schools have been admitting children other races long before the state schools 

became open. For example, Schools 7 and 9 opened their doors to other races the late 1970s to early 

1980s and School 3 have accepted children from other racial groups since the early 1970s. Initially, 

independent schools had k",·.,.:., .... , schemes these bursaries were ., .. ", .. 11 •• ", to African pupils, thereby 

giving them a chance to a better education. In those days, African pupils were drawn from the 

disadvantaged communities, usually rural areas and townships. According to Principal 7, there was a 

sense that was a for the children to were cornmlg 

relatively poor communities and coming into a "very wealthy, predominantly White environment". Many 

of them to adapt to the and the schools noticed that they must have to re-adapt 

when they went home, to use Principal words, "kind of like living in two worlds but not one or the 

other". The schools also ,admitted children whose parents could afford to pay the According to 

Principal 9, "it was the only chance they had of receiving a perceived decent schooling at that 

Schools 3, 7 and 9 found that it has always been the case that children whose parents could afford topay 

the to adapt much more easily than those who could not, as do children who enter the schooling 

system in the early grades. On the who~, these schools felt that black children have integrated well, but 

according to Principal "mostly it is because when they have come in, they have been in a minority and 

they tended to on the and expectations so the group they are into, 

rather than bringing their own baggage with them". Principal 3 added that the school have always 

regarded that as problematic Dec:am;e it means that "whatever has happened to the school, it has not really 

been transformed in the process. Black children are not necessarily making the school more black 

they start on some of the and so on, of the White children and going through in that way". 

I~e term "Independent" school is used interchangeably with "private" school 
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Principal 9 said "I don't think it was a question of trying to little into Whites but a 

question of trying to get them to feel at ease with their peer groups". Principal 3 feels that generally, 

black children have not been accommodated successfully within the school that perspective and 

"'that which is work". 

During the time when the private schools were emolling African children, they had various programmes 

designed to integration. For example school 3 had a "'1J ... ""u ...... 1"\lrnnlr<>m,rnp> which was designed to 

help integrate African children academically into the school. employed extra teachers specifically 

for ........ ,5 .. ,',5 ... ,,,.,...,,, ... ,,. • ., '" Tn'''''''''' children were pulled out of the junior and put into "second 

'a.lJ~U'''5''' ....... l"u"' .. , second language maths type of classes". They were also put into classes that focused on 

science, geography and other such subjects which needed particular attention because "in their early 

schooling, they had not really dealt with these . The children were sorts of ....... ,5 .. ,',5 

.... 1a;:'''' .... ''' for 2 years (Grades 8 and 9) and then integrated into the mainstream in Grade school 

found that this system worked very well and academic problems were minimised. Unfortunately, the 

funding that was and end of the 1"\1'" ..... ,O'1'"<>rn.-."" 

With the advent the state schools to other races, 3 private schools reported 

that they lost many of the African children who were attending their schools. The African pupils who left 

the independent schools were among first to be admitted to the former Model C schools they 

had through a schooling system and were models, virtually, the schools", reported 

Principal 9. Two of the independent schools reported that the number of African children in their schools 

has decreased dramatically through the 1990s this is a cause ofconcem for 7 

"we do not think it is normal for our White children to grow up in a predominantly White environment in 

this country". The principal that it the case Black .... ' ........ n, ......... " 

probably opt to send their children to the former Model C schools rather than to private schools. 

After the opening of the Model C schools, the independent schools lost a lot the funding that 

they used to as bursaries to Afri~children. According to Principal 3, became a lot more sensible 

for corporate to spend R30, 000 5 boys at a state school one at us." So 

present status in the private schools is that they admit only those children who can afford to pay the 

Schools 3, 7 9 that children from families who can afford are relatively 

wealthy backgrounds. So the children have that in common; they come from similar social backgrounds 

... "' .... u ..... ..,'" the process of integration. on the whole, that they are still 

through a transformation but it is a very long, slow process "as opposed to a quick, rapid one", 

reported Principal 3. added that long, slow processes have got many advantages over ones, one 

being that people tend to adapt easier when change is 

·29· 
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School 4, however, had a completely different experience of integration. They have a ....... """""",· 

influx" of African children in the school are presently a African school. The school 

has had a very difficult time integrating racially, and according to the principal, it is who 

had the most difficulty. Most of the been at the school for over years and have seen the 

changes. According to the principal, change been too rapid. She reported that were a completely 

White school with a middle class type of child a socio-economic background, coming to 

us with limited problems. Being a small private school, we did get children remedial 

problems or behavioural but not to the extent we now find. I would say in the last 5 or 6 years, 

there been And is always . She reported that the educators 

are finding more academic problems amongst pupils that they have ever with 57% of 

children at the school definitely come from disadvantaged educational backgrounds. According to 

Principal 4, children a of education but is a huge . between the 

children's standards and the standards that the teachers are used to teaching and are expecting. As a result, 

there are few children are at the them to the majority are 

strulgglmg. This is reportedly difficult for the teachers to accept because "teachers want, their 

own sense of accomplishment, to see their children achieving at a certain level and the fact that they have 

to so much less is very frustrating them". The school reported had to 

their thinking.in many ways and it not been easy. is partly because the dominant culture the 

school reportedly completely within a and people not really had the 

chance to adapt slowly. 

3.3.3 Factors perceived to be affecting integration 

3.3.3.1 Parents and sodo-economic circumstances 

One of the commonly reported observations was that when a child's parents are professional, especially 

African children, child may .~e positively affected and may integrate better at schooL 

Principal that "children with a healthy background adjust well". 

that "children of professional parents who are aware of the importance of their child's balanced life, even 

if are the are well lively popular other children, simply 

because they have has got the type of parents". She feels that these children tend to more socially 

secure, adequate and are better accepted by children. This observation was also made 

by 3 other schools. Principal 8 said "children of cultured, educated parents integrate easier and make it 

for us". the child has unemployed lives in the township and/or is from a lower 

socio-economic background, it is more likely that that child win socially tend to 
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isolate themselves more and stick other children from backgrounds. Principals schools 

1,2 and 10 made this observation. According to the respondents, this impacts on the whole 

of integration because when children are unhappy at school, work ,,'u ... .., •. .,. 

Principal 13 felt that circumstances under which African townships come to open 

schools may affect ability to interact other children. children usually have to wake up 

early the morning and queue for buses to to school on time. They spend the day tired, HU,.,J.wvWll.1I, 

with rested, energetic children. the of the day, children from the townships have to 

early to home before dusk which has considerable implications on their ability to interact 

others. 

3.3.3.2 "Black children reject their Africanness" 

state schools and School 4 spoke about the difficulty African children, particularly those from 

African townships, with mtegra1ting and adjusting to these types of schools Model C 

School 2 that it is not just these children's problem but theirs too because according to the 

principal, "we should be, able to it better for . He that "if you come from a poor 

environment or a shack or if your parents are unemployed and you come into a school like this where 

majority of parents are professional people, it is a very difficult adjustment to make. Although children 

cannot get a full it doesn't it to integrate to the 

different lifestyles at the school". What he has observed is in order to feel accepted, some of these 

children involved in of a child who joined rastafarianism 

it was difficult to get her out of The end result was that she dropped out of schooL Another route 

\.JHI.'''",'H entering White schools tend to take is heritage 

their traditions", according to Principals 4 and 2. reported that this is mote noticeable with the 

children who come from African Townships children of domestic "lnrVpr" have been AI", ........ ..,..,'" 

of children rejecting their mothers and being ashamed and embarrassed of them. This tends to result in 

children who do not really belong in the4;;townships and are not exactly White either. This has associated 

emotional and other implications. 

3.4 

With the advent multi-racial education, a country with a history of segregating policies, one would 

probably expect that there would be a degree of difficulty relating and people from 

cultures other than one's own, at least initially. section report on reported patterns interaction 

amongst children across different barriers. Interaction patterns pertaining to and age not be 
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ruslcus:sea in detail as they were not lines of in education under apartheid laws. will 

thus be on how well children are said to interact across race and culture. Religion has been 

included the majority people religious groups, for example Muslims, are from 

racial categories previously classified as black. 

On the whole, all the schools observed similar trends in the social "'AUUUI .. "'" of children. Although the 

schools have not noticed any interaction problems, they have noticed some trends that concern 

at times. Principal 2" reported that even the pupils are concerned are very aware of rut1:erence~s. 

The Grade 11 pupils in school 2 were asked about issues they would like to improve on in the schooL 

third highest response was of the and some of the pupils felt there was racism in 

school. On the whole,·it appears to be the case that the older the children are, the more aware they are 

of differences and they tend to stick to their own race, culture or religious groups. Younger children 

reportedly tend to interact more as compared to older ones. School 13 reported tluit they have 

observed that interaction problems tend to more concentrated in certain classes. Principal 13 gave the 

example of a Grade 2 6 out 32 children interaction problems" warranting 

psychological intervention. 

3.4.1 Racial mixing 

to variations in terms of racial mixing. Principal 8 felt that children at School 8 are well 

integrated and mix freely. Although he said people do not notice colour at the school anymore, was 

able to make some observations about ..... ''OI·'nCT The schools mostly observed that as much as 

there are some multi-racial groups children on the playground, there are also single race groups. 

,..,..nrn1T1<T to observations, Coloured and White children generally along as African children 

and White children. However, the children Coloured is not as much 

as they would like to see. 

Schools 8 and 10 reported that chil~n do make racist remarks. While School 8, a primary school, 

rpn,nrr,>f'1 that there has 

reported that there have 

been any serious fighting or acting out, School 10, a secondary school, 

where out of racial especially 

between Coloured and African children. added that in his experience, African children largely 

misunderstood. For that when they are happy, African tend to shout 

and speak loudly which can be misinterpreted at times and this causes hurt, especially when their attempts 

at sharing happy emotions are rejected or criticised. Another factor that he feels may lnIllUelnce 

mixing between African children and children of other races is that African "children are too 

and challenging. They will out about a moral issue or honesty and label it. So they get 
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..... n.",h,.r .. feedback and avoided by other children". 

3.4.2 Culture and religion 

An the state schools reported that they have observed that African, Xhosa-speaking to group 

do not much with other African cultures. Such groups consist of almost 

exclusively Xhosa·speaking children. fact, according to Principal children do not 

readily accept children from other and other countries. Principal I feels that it may be the case 

that is an Principal 10 also that are divides his school. He has 

observed that "people group more with people who speak the same horne language". Principal 2 has 

observed that people who live in areas that are still largely one race group or one faith tend to group 

LV~\JU'\JA at too. Another of that noted in all the schools is that most 

Muslim children tend to group together and interact little with other children. 

The principals of 4 of the 5 state schools in the sample that there wasn't enough '·cr,oss·-cul 

cross-racial interaction as one would like to see". These were the words of Principal 10, a now 

pre:c1Olrunanl:I) coloured schooL He has noted that although children freely as they 

are required to do, they tend to separate along racial and cultural lines during recess. other schools 

reported similar observations the in interaction patterns in the classroom and outside of 

3.4.3 What the schools have done to facilitate integration and interaction of the pupils 

have policies that state that "no aID:erence should be made whatsoever on grounds 

of culture, race, and religion17
« and they may do their best to encourage interaction amongst the children, 

the ultimate choice of friends and who to interact with outside the classroom with children 

themselves. As Principal 1 said "you can a to water but you can't it drink". 

'i 
All the schools have DOIICl!eS and activities designed to ........ ,r .. "'.'p interaction am,[)ngst the children 

and to facilitate the process of racial integration. One of the tools schools have used to achieve this is 

through out of the nine schools in the sample reported that they have 

especially tearn sports, encourage interaction across all barriers. Other such as excursions, clubs 

and also encourage All the schools have reportedly endeavoured to provide a 

forum where people can .share of their own and others can For example, 

l'Quoted from the interview with Principal 13. 
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Schools 8, 1,2 and 10 described cultural evenings where people bring food, dance and 

music characteristic of their cultures. School 10 generally enC:QUlragles awareness of other cultures through 

assemblies and the arts and the school is especially to increase awareness Black culture, 

which has been But the audience is not always to someone else1s culture so it is a 

challenge", Principal 10 reported. 

As reported children to interact more in the While School 4 

attributed this to the that they have very small classes, Schools 10, and 13 the seating 

arrangements in increased interaction. In schools, children sit in small groups 

which are shuffled regularly. Furthermore, the children at School 10, a secondary school, are set 

roles within those groups and those are also interchanged. not only facilitates interaction, but 

gives the a chance to to know one another as individuals, which is a to 

challenging racial and other 1:'1''''.· .. l'\t'vn'~'' Principal 10 feels it also facilitates a classroom 'atmosphere 

conducive to trust which results a sharing, 

3.5 

following section will report on some of the common problems said to experienced in the schools 

with the children in general. Although all the schools felt that the actual manifestation of (emotional and 

behavioural) problems has no "" .. " ......... ""'."'.,, identified some problems that seemed more common 

will be discussed later. among certain groups of children. 

3.5.1 In general 

In general terms, all schools reported that children experience a range of behavioural, emotional and 

scholastic problems. difference between primary and the secondary schools seems to be the 

intensity of the problems they encounter. According to Principal 8, children at the school have an inability 

to themselves and their feelmgs..;t This is especially true with children with limited English who 

become aggressive they cannot themselves. Children with limited English are ""u."JI" 

African children. has observed that as a result, the children are very reactive and retaliate rather than 

verbalising their concerns. Many children act out, partly because they fail to apply they are 

taught at the school. School 4 reported similar observations. The biggest problem at School 8 is 

disobedience, which the Principal has also linked to language and comprehension problems. 

Schools 1 10 have found that one of their biggest concerns is the learners l inability to take 

responsibility actions. What Principal 1 has found most frustrating is that cover up for 
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their children blame with that nobody owns the problem. For example, they 

attribute their child's bad behaviour to bad company at the school. School 1 that they have 

UVy",,,,U many children have attitude problems and are very cheeky. About 3% of them have a "the school 

owes me something attitude", said Principal 1. She feels that attitudes are even more problematic 

than the children's attitudes, and the children are greatly influenced by their parents. This it 

difficultfor them to work with such problems. 

school (School 10) rep,orte:a major problems with sm()KlIlg and drugs. All the schools said that they 

get of theft but most of them did not see this as a major problem in school. Most the 

schools reported that pupils get into occasional fights. However, Principal 10 felt that his school, 

they have major problems with especially with He said, "they have nasty 

fisticuffs ... premeditated fights, which is worrying. It is mostly with Matrics so they into society 

with those attitudes". 

In general, Principal I 0 has observed that problems tend to be more concentrated the middle to senior 

side of the school and also manifest more in children doing soo:ma laUl:;U''''l:;''' 

that of Principal 2 suggests that there may be a link between la11,l:;U<lI.!;Q communication difficulties and 

behaviour problems. Principal 10 has made the following observation "there seems to be a link between 

lack academic progress, a link between how they feel about themselves and 

their behaviour. At their stage it gives them status when they act tough". These types of children are the 

ones that group who exhibit recurrent behaviour Principal 10 more than 

half of the children who into trouble will be back for the next round of punishment". Punishment 

not work for these children, which is worrying the school. 

School 4 has found the biggest problem they experience is that the of the children have 

attention-deficit problems and are hyperactive. Many of these children are easily distracted,. 

exc:eSSilve am:mlllon and are disruptive in situation. 

Recurrent behaviour 

Table 3.2 indicates the estimated prevalence rates of recurrent behavioural problems in the 9 schools. 

Contextual such as the level and the of the school IS 

also included. Children with recurrent behaviour problems were defmed as those who repeatedly into 

trouble and punished. 
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Table 3.2 o.;ou.o .... ,<&o of the estimated rate of recurrent behaviour problems 

School level GenderT e Rate of Problems 
1 Secondary Girls only 
2 Co-educational 
3 Boys only 
4 Co-educational 
7 Boys only 
8 Co-educational 
9 onal 

10 Secondary 
13 Primary 

.When asked about the estimated rates of recurrent behaviour problems in the school, 5 schools indicated 

prevalence rates between 2 and 5%, 2 schools indicated rates to 7%, 1 school a 

prevalence rate of 10% and other school had a prevalence rate of 25% total ·population. 

Literature suggests that the rate problematic behaviour schools falls between 4% and 10% 

(Mortimore, 1995). However, it is important to note it is unclear whether are recurrent behaviour 

1J1'U'\,H ... .u • ., or if off' behaviour problems are included the definition of "problematic behaviour". 

Gender differences 

The principals from both girls' schools in sample have had previous in co-educational 

schools as well. Principal 13 reported "girls bully in a girlie way, with nasty words, comments and 

cheek". that there is bitchiness in schools... of this girl naJiitlness 

was shared Principal 1 ~ Both the school principals emphasised how potentially damaging can be to 

other girls' if they are type of behaviour to happen mostly in only 

schools although Principal 9 reported the same observation in his co-educational school. Principal 13 

summed it up by "It's they do get bitchy the schools but not as intensely bitchy as 

m girls schools. Nasty, nasty! It is quite intense". 

i 
Boys 

bullying 

schools reported higher rates of l'HYCITPc: .. n.nln related problems such as fighting and physical 

compared with both and girls only schools. Two schools reported 

Muslim boys have attitude problems when it comes to females. Some them tend to show a lack of 

respect for female teachers tend to 

that African boys tend to show their affection 

unappreciated by recipients. For e-,uunl>le, 

excessive touching, which the do not 

undermine female authority. School 10 ....... ,"rt~.rI 

appreciation for ways that are inappropriate and 

tend to be very physical and show affection through 
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3.5.4 Racial differences 

Although all the respondents felt that there were no real racial differences in the of 

behaviour problems, some were problems that were most typical of children 

from certain racial groupings. Some these observations were In of social or 

class. However, to the legacy of apartheid, the majority people who may be classified as lower 

SOC:lo-,eCQlnOlnIC status are Coloured people. 

3.5.4.1 African children 

School has observed that African children in particular, are more likely to manifest symptoms 

suggestive of Clet)reS:Sl untlaplPInC~SS, ... """ .... f;'" of inadequacy, low self-image. This is especially true 

for children In tovvnsnlll'S. " ... ou ... "" .. of ltnemployed children of parents with 

poor social status. Other schools also reported similar observations. 

School 1, a only a group of 20 girls Matric have particularly bad attitudes. 

They are "horrible to their Xhosa teacher have made life hell for each successive teacher. And each 

successive teacher has quit". According to the principal, these girls do not do this to any other teachers in 

the She has noticed that this attitude seems to dovvn in Matric and the next 

pupils take over. 

ACCOI'Ql11l9; to all nine schools the biggest problem they enCOltnter children is 

that of language. This is especially problematic with children coming from African townships. Many of 

"""'vv"" have problems with the "'Uj!Sl1~'l1 language, which is the 

medium of instruction at all schools. Principal 8 has observed that domestic workers' children have 

most severe problems. For the of children, English is the or third 

language. In most instances, have expressing themselves and executing their everyday 

work This was a problem secondary They almost all 

children who have entered the school system after having previously attended their ovvn race schools, 

have problems academically. Principal 13 has reported "when children come into the system in 

Grade l,regardless raCe, culture, religion etc., and they through the system, they all do and 

have a firm foundation". This observation was also made by 5 other principals. 

The schools all .. "' .... ,.. ..... 'r! many secondary problems that ' 1",,,,O"<:&Ov difficulties. The OUIlzest 

concern expressed by all the schools was that these children struggle academically and some develop 

..... ""'u .... 5 problems as a result of language communication .v ...... "'.,. This is worse cases where 
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the children have little support at home and where one or both parents are illiterate and cannot 

speak School 2 reported that any problems they experience with children are 

complicated by unwillingness to accept help and to use social 

is that African parents do not come in when they are asked to. 

on their own" Principal 2 said. 

Another complicating factor 

seem to think problems will TP'<!r""", 

School 10 have also identified the language problem as a major one. The principal reported that, one of 

reasons are now emphasising the is to empower these children, and to 

them to express themselves through their cultures. has observed that their lack of 

communication skills by other children, leaves them feeling left out. 

has noticed that most African children do not show their (upset) emotions and to remain 

silent. result is they may experience many emotional problems such as feeling inadequate, out of 

place and disempowered. Some of them reportedly act out others go unnoticed. 

Principal 4 reported that in their school, African children tend to have more attention deficit related 

problems and to a lot more other children. They tend to their problems 

violent and fighting. She has also observed that African children tend to have poor impulse control 

and low frustration tolerance level. She however, could be other factors that cause to 

be like that other than the fact that they are African. "I am not sure it is a racial or it is a way of 

living. 1 mean a White child in the same circumstances would react probably in the same way", she said. 

Principal 4 has observed .that African children from stable homes tend to fewer problems than 

those from unstable homes. She described an unstable home as "homes where the parents are separated, 

or one is violent or abusive, or when there is financial hardship". 

With Tf'O·~Tt1I~ to domestic u"",,rlr""""'.· children, all schools reported that ""1""' ... "'..,,..'" the same problems 

as with the other children. The biggest problem the schools experience with domestic workers' 

however, is children to in most cases, they 

have limited English and their parents ate usually illiterate. So children lack the support 

home. Another observation made by all schools who have domestic workers' children, is that these 

children to at times. For School 4 that domestic children 

a lot of money to school and use that to gain friendships by buying other children things from the 

tuck shop. 

3.5.4.2 White children 

of the schools that with White children is that some of them are They 
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do not complete their and/or and rates exist ....... VHI'. 

population of pupils. schools reported that attention problems are also common among 

their children. Principals 13 and 1 felt that some White children are "spoilt, pampered, wrapped 
" cotton wool", to use words of Principal 13. 13 that White 

tend to have serious emotional problems both parents are high-powered academics or professional 

and work day. These tend to be "emotionally things 

you to do exhibit School 4 that 

White children from parent homes are the ones who tend to exhibit attention-seeking behaviours. 

concern that was voiced with "'f'l'!nf'('t to 

achieving families have higher incidences 

This observation was made 

VLAAj,,," .... H is that, come high-

disorders, depression and stress related 

the schools have that many 

put a of pressure on to 13, some their White 

children "take an unrealistic look at their own capabilities". For example, many to get 80% in 

their and when do not achieve they get and 

3.5.4.3 Coloured children 

schools not report any problems that Coloured children were most likely to \;AJ,UUU or 

experience. Principal ,13 that in terms behavioural and emotional problems, Coloured children 

same as other children in school. However, has observed 

schools where were well then suddenly, percentage <In" • ...,.., ... come from 

drops by 20/25% and rug gets pulled out from under them, which is devastating for and their 

parents." She attributed this to the observation that many cases, Coloured children coming from 

traditionally Coloured come into a of in and 

cornpI'eh(~ns:lon skills; skills that are from the beg;mnlmg (Grade 1). 

Principal 10, that 

that maybe children, who live in gang areas, look up to gangsters as models and some of 

those behaviours. However, he later commented that Coloured ,",111.'Ul"'11 from "softer areas" also follow' 

same of all,rre!!SlCm 

Schools' hypotheses of the etiology of problems 

Schools ,",Hl,",",",'" hypotheses about why some "'H"''''''',H have more problems than others. One salient 

that came out in the was that, most cases, behavioural emotional of 

children a symptom of underlying social problems, usually with problems adjusting. 
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Principal 1 said "",."'('.11 ..... "" ... 1' behaviour and attitude problems are usually symptomatic not coping a 

situation or something so we and to whatever the cause. She observed 

sometimes, that extra of aC1<J10'wif:agernent helps. 

Schools that have instances of stealing reported they corne to stealing in 

schools is always a symptom of an underlying emotional problem. School 13 gave the example of 

a little girl who stole lunches from children's lunch They that the cause was 

that needed attention "didn't a daddy who cares her had a mommy who all 

day". instead of symptoms only, schools are beginning to pV'">'O'CP more of the underlying 

dynamics children's behaviours. Some schools made 

concentrated in ... """",.,;;> at 

UU..'''''''L£'''''''U each other. 

School 4 npl1PvP that some of problems children 

caused by bad diet. children eat too much "junk 

observation that problems sornetlmC!S 

ulh,,,.th.,,,. or not 

to 

groups 

.. ... lH1V'U deficit problems, are 

and sweet things and may not . getting a 

hYJ)otltlesls was children are watching too television and are 

into ......... HV'IYj<, to an extent that it their attention "you to 

be performing like a 

anymore". 

sometimes to able to just their attention ... you can't stand up and 

3.5.6 of behavioural problems over the five years 

It is l'pn .... rt.·1"1 that, in 

"' .... ,'vv", during 

has an .u .... , "'''" ..... 

of the nine "''''.lYVli' 

mamtestmg behaviour 

observed that are hPI'''''11'''Tl,CI more 

and more aware to speak are quick to when they are 

being disciplined and quick to say that they know their rights. Principal 10 that as a result, do 

not take responsibility their actions anymore. He that children are developing a "blaming 

attitude" and to blame other for actions. Children are also reportedly becoming more 

emotional and not to they trend 10 

nn<,t"'r\Jf'n in his school is that acting out, amongst children. 

On the positive side, he reported with his coming to school, the introduction the new of 

conduct and emphasis on having a clear vision, the children have reported a renewed sense of trust. 

to him, one child "the of a new principal has heralded the end the victory for 

gangsters". So is more sense of trust in his ",.'AAV""" 

PYr' ...... 'IPn'r>p<;: reported by School 4· were, once slightly different to the other schools. 
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that due to the fact that the majority of their are "culturally different", they 

have had to adapt their thinking, especially regards 10 what constitutes problematic and what is now 

norm. The principal reported that the (African) children they now have at the 10 be more 

"boisterous, excitable, loud and appear to be less controlled than the old style of the classroom situation 

or the playground situation we had". They find that in the five deficit related 

problems have ,,...,, .... "'''.''1 dramatically and children are becoming more aggressive and less controlled. 

The school also reported that children are being exposed to a lot more trauma than 5 years ago and 

manifest trauma-related difficulties. 

3.6 

The schools all have problem solving structures designed to tackle from the smallest of problems 10 more 

serious ones. This section will on the measures that the schools take to address' specifically 

behavioural, emotional and academic problems they experience with learners. 

The ~"''''VVJ'~ all have problem-solving tiers Qe~ngrleo to deal with 011:IlCllltll;:S they PVT,p1"1,"'n,~ .. with the 

children. When it comes to mild problems of conduct, most of the schools have systems which from 

<X,"" .... ,,. ..... the children, to making them lines In the schools, a child 

ptmishment for misbehaviour 2 or more times in a row, parents are called in and involved. In more serious 

cases of misconduct, most of the schools refer children to school principal and in severe cases, a 

disciplinary hearing may take place with the governing body and the child may be suspended or even 

asked to leave the school. School 10 does not " .. It""",. the traditional mode of suspending children 

without any intervention 10 "correct" maladaptive behaviours. If the schoors governing body decides to 

suspend a child, the school with the and tries 10 involve the child in work or life skills 

programmes during the suspension period from school. For example, they regularly use a skills 

proigramnle called "break at Cape Youth Care. All the reported that, at point they 

feel that the child needs some psychological intervention, then they may refer the child to a school 

guidance teacher or counsellor. All the~chools reported that they supplement their internal resources by 

sornetlffi<~S ..... f ... '..,..;11' ... children to for assessments and interventions. 

3.6.1 Available mental health and intervention resources 

Most of the state schools have counselling and remedial teaching structures which are not funded by the 

Education Department. School 1 Lifeline trained counsellors and 2 guidance teachers who are 

psychologists. They also have other staff who have been trained in mediation skills and other skills they 

SOIrleIUneS call upon when helping troubled children. School 2 has a school counsellor, a worker 
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who works 2 days a week, and a remleQl:al ", ........ '1.1.<11<,'" tc:acltler. School 8 has remedial It:alc;ners who work 2 

days a week but no school counsellors. rely on outside resources such as private and 

Newlands School Clinic. 10 has a counsellor and they have trained peer-counsellors. 

has a remedial teacher who works 3 days a and they also have 2 who with 

bridging I.i!a;:jl)o,;;l) AU the . reported that to supplement their internal mental health structures, they 

refer to external, mental health services. of the that are consulted 

by the schools include the the Newlands School Clinic, Cape Youth Care, SANCA, William 

Centre for Adolescents, and private clinical psychologists. 

In terms of private schools, School 3 does not have a resident counsellor but 5 

educational psychologists. and an occupational therapist. majority children who attend the school 

can afford to consult private practitioners. School 4 they have limited resources and feel the 

community resources are also limited. Private schools may not use the school clinics so . rely on the 

CGC to meet their mental health needs. do not have any remedial teachers or a school counsellor. 

However, a psychologist runs a group with the to a to through 

some of their frustrations and issues concerning race, 

Some of the schools are moving towards ma:nmllslIlg 1m",...,,,, I capacity to handle School I 

try to "sow all the time", They Invite people to conduct to the children things like 

how to take responsibility· and how to sort small problems out themselves. Schools with small classes 

advantaged because they to detect problems quickly sort them out before they ",.,,,,,.:lli:tLIJ. 

focus is on training their on how to detect early warning and intervene early. School 10 

try to teach their pupils to view code conduct as a code living not as "don't get caught doing 

something wrong in terms of it". Four schools reported a paradigm shift in terms how they 

....... , ...... u ..... 1DSl:eaa of child as a problem child, focus on child's behaviour or actions 

so the child "knows it's not about them, it's about the thing that happened" reported Principal 10, This 

may help develop self-image and them to take responsibility 

School 10 have many to facilitate integration to prevent development 

of problems. They have focusing on their staff in conflict resolution, behaviour management 

and communication Some of the are involved in counselling The 

principal hopes that by mobilising the whole school and equipping people with these skills, will 

actually in an and not feel or on, especially Black children 

who do not show their upset emotions", The school hopes that if everyone is involved and is an 

at school, '1rust levels increase as time on and will get 

the distrust and blaming attitudes still at the school", 
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3.6.2 schools with high enrolment rates of black children 

School 10 was one the i:la1111.111;; that had high enrolment rates of children other 

races. school consistS of only White pupils is a 1"(\1"1 .... "' .. C schooL very noticeable 

observation is they have become a lot more proactive in dealing with problems when compared with 

schools. seem to be moving towards and modes of interventions. School 

4 was the school which was the most affected by high enrolment rates of children. have 

very high rates of recurrent behaviour problems. whole school is reported to exhibit 

recurrent behaviour problems and is excluding who experience scholastic difficulties, 

emotional problems and children who manifest once-off behaviour problems. They seem to 

for as they have tried various things on their own and nothing seems to have helped. School 7 has a 

relatively high number of children (60%). school reported relatively rates of recurrent 

OeIllRVIOUT I.UVU ...... uJ..;>. All these schools have also got rates of children with lQ"'~U'q.;"" problems, with 

School 4 .. ..n • .,.rl .. ,n- that the majority of children at the school have language problems. 

Some of the observations by the schools that socio-economic contribute 

to children's difficulties. Children in the open schools from very wealthy backgrounds,' with high-

powered, busy, professional parents, reportedly tend to eXI)en.enc:e mostly emotional problems. It was also 

very disadvantaged backgrounds, unemployed andlor parc~nts 

who do not hold professional jobs, experience mostly behavioural problems. However, most children 

ad\"antage:d backgrounds are reportedly Afiican children and most them have with 

...., .. ,0 ... '" language. limits their ability to express themselves and communicate feelings. It is 

therefore likely that these may high rates emotional problems, but to their 

limited abilities, they possibly tend to externalize their problems more and act thus the 

rates ruurre!!SlCm and behaviour problems. 

3.7 

purpose·of educator tloImallres to i:lU!J'1.I1IOilU"":IlL information the 

interviews. As much of the information from the educator questionnaires has incorporated with 

the results from the of the corroborated school principal's 

However, there were a few important issues that were raised in the educator questionnaires . .t..Ol1caltors 

questionnaires all the schools returned the questionnaire that they to undergo 

a process of "acculturation", to use words of an educator School 3. They felt they to 

become more aware of the reality and practical implications of having people from different cultures and 

languages different aspirations in the schooL three educators from School 4, and 
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two from School 10 expressed their frustrations and desire for help. They expressed frustration at the lack 

of parental involvement in the school and the level of problems, especially academic, that they 

encountered with the children. One educator felt they needed workshops to help them learn to identify 

"what is wrong" with the children before things get out of hand. Three other educators felt they needed 

help with encouraging more parental involvement and counselling parents about discipline skills. 

Another interest~g observation is that one educator who identified herself as the first coloured woman to 

be employed as an educator in one of the former Model C schools has felt that the transition has been 

particularly hard for her. She has felt that some of the staff have problems with her colour and she feels it 

is particularly evident with the staff who have been in the school for a long time. 

In summary, schools reported on their different experiences of racial integration. However, there was a 

general trend that was identified from the reports of all the schools. Schools with more children of other 

races reported higher rates of language and scholastic problems. Some of these schools have felt the need 

to adapt their thinking in order to cope. Schools also reported on many other types of problems they 

commonly observe such as behaviour problems and manifestations of emotional problems. The following 

chapter will discuss these problems in more detail and options of interventions will also be discussed. 

Finally recommendations will be made about future research and possibilities for engaging schools in 

school based interventions. 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

It is important to note that research was a study conducted the aim of some light 

into aspects 

such, the 

schools' I'YT'll'nl"Tlt'.lf"1lI of racial integration 

reported on to be broad. While 

some of the I .... "'.V''',,,IO, they have eO(:ountered 

has its lImItations, it is also advantageous 

in questions to direct research in the 

4.1.1 Sample size 

Only a fraction of one school area was studied, namely Circuit 1 of the Wynberg area. It was, therefore, 

not possible to compare and contrast with areas to see whether or not the are similar. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that due to the small and the qualitative nature of the 

data, one cannot any of population. results may 

as guidelines to some insight into some the pVT'.pn,~n"',f"(! issues some the schools 

larger population may with. 

4~1.2 Timing of the research 

reSl)oruse rates of research may been influenced by the timing the data collection. 

Permission to conduct the was granted by PAWC- Education Department 2000. As 

mentioned earlier, one of the conditions of the was that the would not be out 

fourth term. As a result, the interviews took place the last month of the school term 

many of the schools were involved in end of term 

4.1.3 Rates of behaviour problems 

schools· were only asked about the rates of children exhibiting recurrent behaviour problems. This 

was because the focus was initially on behaviour problems. It would have been to also ask 

questions the rates of children who generally manifest behaviour problems (including who 

manifest recurrent problems) and also to ask about the rates of children manifesting symptoms of 

..... "'".,..""'''''''ti emotional problems and those experiencing scholastic difficulties. This information would 

to assess how prevalent the above problems are schools. 
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4.1.4 Information on behaviour n .. ,n.hl"rn is based on reports 

It is important to emphasise that information collected in , .... ",\JQj,'"'u is based on r<>t'\." .... " the 

school and problems) are not based on 

According to Howlin (1995), it is often the case that judgements as to whether a child has 

behavioural or emotional problems are based more on the and 

levels of the individual on any objective such may thus, 

problematic. It has also been that behaviour ratings made by parents may differ those 

by 1995). It is important to consider when interpreting 

Qualitative 

consider some 

and is a two·-way process. It is • ...,,1'\l'\rt.,"1" to 

present dynamics that during the different of 

this research. Due to length constraints of this dissertation, it will not be possible to report on of the 

process made. Some of the interactions occurrences the collection 

process demonstrate the depth of the sensitivity ofrace issues in a post-apartheid South Africa. 

4.2.1 Sensitivities about a black researcher, researching integration White schools 

As mentioned elsewhere in the dissertation, I am a YOlmg, African female with a White-sounding name 

a of a British accent. When I making contact with schools, I endeavoured to 

telephonic contact, with who were to my In most cases, 

appointments were set up directly through them. Many the principals said they would happy to be 

interviewed and were looking forward to some of their pyt'PI"IPnf"i'><I 1-1".".,,, ... not yet met me, it is 

possible own of me through of 

accent and any cues they may have picked up over telephone. It was, "r",,,,,,.,;~r 

none that I would actually be This was evident in the shocked and 

surprised eXllre:SSl()ns on the of some of One pnnClpal 

My, you look. ... dlttenmt. I did not expect you would so .... young". Other 

expressed to discover my race and to contextualise me. Some 

of independent and some if I was 

prnlclJ)alS also 

questions aboQt my 

other 

such questions. I the I was now, part, a threatening ore:seltlCe and no the 

avenue diSCUSSIng issues as I had previously on the telephone. 
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. 4.2.2 Countertransference feeling being a spy 

guGrra~:a after ~U"""'LUJl5 me. was compounded by the fact that I 

had requested to tape record 

Three explicitly 

session and all expressed concern about the purpose of the rec:of(1mlt 

discomfort at and I had to 

"''<>'~J'''W.H that the focus was on racial integration and specifically on adjustment 

problems of children and not It was stressed that it was that 

behaviour 

the 

would be to improve mental health services rendered to children and 

recommendations could come out of the researCD. 

Although I may have began interviews with non-threatening questions framing of 

anticipated questions race into some 

. ofthe open-ended questions, which were not intended to elicit any specific information pertaining to race. 

For example, to question "Would comment on III and 

interaction amongst children", two school principals responded by saying that they do not notice any 

child school, of race, the are COlnoletl~lv 

integrated. They there is no racism in their schools. At times, interactions me feel 

they thought my purpose was actually to the Department monitor to see if 

were enrolling ell()U!2.n African and if there were racist aurrnQ~~S in the school. In addition, I was 

seen not reSeal'CDler but also as a My response to this 

feeling was to assure them of confidentiality. the .."'IJ'vu, .... u.'" who see:me:d. to be very open 

with their like am things could put me . There was also sense 

that were keen to be towards me and did not want to me. For ",,<>,,UHf""', some 

respondents 

the "'P''''>':>'''f' 

offend you but ... " This may have had some implications for 

I was not my own colmtertlranstererlce ......... Hu.5", considering the 

unconscious nature of I was, however, very not to act on the .. ",,,un,,>" of which I was 

aware. I processed and reflected on the 1.""11111,," on my own, supervision and in therapy to 

more aware of them over my one of my ''''''.'''L''.I''''" 

may been an inclination to want to assure people the is not to them. This may 

made me tlleir responses and may also have impacted somewhat on my ability to 

more, in areas to be 

Another observation that was made about the process was that aOl)earea to be a concrete mode of 

apt)ro,lchIllg, the questions. In some cases, me to narrow the question down and 

",,,>'<u1£I.I'''' and then they would based on example. It less thrleaumulg 

respondents to respond to the more structured questions. This observation has been made TIT .. '''''' 
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to "''''1'I<',1"",&> topics 1993). 

".T1I'Un· .... ' about the question on racial break down pupils 

question on racial compositions schools was included to that would 

to put into context. example if a school had said African pupils Ul"'UU"'''~ 

recurrent behaviour problems and pupils in school, it would 

1nt,"'rnrpt~~tn,r", implications as £'1"1",£'1""'1'1 to if were 1000 AIlllC<llll pupils in school. However, 

considering the country's history apartheid and <::~OT~orl'ltf',n education, the aW~StllOn was a 

one. This was .. ".n .. Y'T In manner in which the majority the reSIJOnc.tel1lts 

refused to answer the question and were, in some cases, rather infuriated by it. Some of their irritation 

was reportedly to that the of sends out the 

questions and it has happened that responses have been reportedly misinterpreted before. Some the 

respondents not to answer the question due to 

4.2.4 questionnaires vs. unsealed ones 

the following £'I1''I(:",n,/'''1''1 indeed observations v""""'''v''''', itis 
. to bear in mind 

to the 

small sample 

small sample that was used this research. It must be emphasized that one cannot 

J.lV~''''''.J't.Jv.u . ....,"Ui',.,'''~r the reported on and to the 

population. 

one was returned a 

or an envelope. was a very up. Respondents 

were returned in unsealed envelopes appeared very sensitive to race issues. In almost all cases, they 

refused to respond to breakdowns of the In some cases, they also 

1"1"1;"",,,,1'1 to respond to questions on racial differences in manifestation behavioural problems. 

of these gave very little information about their experiences racial integration in school 

a "we are and are used to it. We don't even of 

questionnaires in envelopes were much more explicit on issues, baUc~ltolrs 

voiced concerns, racial of children, and also made observations about 

In problems. it is interesting to note that 

prC)bl<;:ms and with more children, 

seemed relatively open about these issues, regardless or not the questionnaires were in a sealed 

or unsealed qm~stllons about how race are dealt In 

schools. that schools with rates of problems be 
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open with 

difficulties. On 

internal about integration and accompanying 

other hand, it may be possible other schools not to en(~ourall~e open 

discussion of these and may adopt a "these are children, we don't see colour here, are no 

so letts not talk about it (openly)" (1991, as cited et. at, 

reported that who said our school we are colour-blind and if we do not draw attention to 

will also not concerned issues" be neglecting important areas 

of The observation that educators who their envelopes brought up 

suggests that there may be a need to create a forum in the schools where these may be .... .,''' ... .,i'''''''' 
debated more openly. School 4 created a space with an and have found 

that the experience is very "freeing" and sharing experiences positively impacts on their ability to 

deal difficulties they It might be , .. +" ......... :.+ ... 1'1 that I am the of the 

participants based on the information obtained in this research. It is not possible to talk about who was 

more honest that who or about hOlleS1:Y per se. What is clear, nnllll~Vj!"r is that the circumstances at 

school) impact on how respond. 

4.3 CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS 

During the apartheid era in South Africa, African children's education was the most neglected and 

children were to lower of in the 

traditionally African schools (Bot, 1992). With the advent opening previously White schools to 

other races, African children flocked to the of a better ... "' ........ u,,:... ....n"" .. '''· .. 

educational k"'I'·lrn"n11'l'IrI", 

have had difficulties in schools, because of their disadvantaged 

partly of problems with the ...... ~;u"'~; ... of (mostly English) 

and partly socio-economic circumstances which live (Du Toit, This 

section dissertation the and raises about role schools in 

cOntributing to or overcoming some of these children's difficulties. Recommendations arising 

discussion will 

This venture set out to "open investigate explore racial integration issues also 

some of the problems encountered multicultural schools. A lot important information about 

asJ)ec:rs arose the study. of the most salient trends emerged was that schools with 

higher enrolment rates of African pupils expressed more behavioural with schools 

that had African pupils. other words, the more pupils there were the school, the more 

the reported behavioural manifested by children. of of 

children they have, all. schools reported that African pupils had language problems 

consequently tend to underachieve and ... v~' ... r',,,,,,,'P s(;hollastlc difficulties. trends were prevalent 
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private state Why are children seen to manifest 

more behavioural problems when there are more of them in the school system? Why are they not seen to 

manifest behaviour problems when they are the minority population? It must be emphasized, once 

what is in this is on I cannot conclusively say that rates of 

problems do differ but it may be useful to speculate. 

4.3.1 Racial assimilation 

Research suggests that one of things that happens to children when they enter racially 

1n1"~''''1''~I1"PI1 schools is that into the (Du Toit, 1995; Eyber et. 1997; Todd, 

1993). results of this study that assimilation well occur in schools, and children are 

assimilated may present to principals and teachers as "well-integrated". For example,. Schools 3 and 

7 reported that when are minority, "integrate" mostly because tend to 

adopt the attitudes and expectations the majority population- White children p 30). 

Other schools reported African children from middle-class families those with professional 

parents tend to and others felt as a result, African children "reject 

."' .... " .. "',"" . One hypothesis could be that children middle-class be more we~tteI1ms(~d 

and to assimilate These observations were made in schools where White children were the 

majority. These schools generally reported fewer problems, behaviourwise, with African children. why 

do schools with more African children 

African pupils? 

rates behaviour Cl.L ... J' ....... ~.'" problems from 

Schools with many African children reported that African children tend to be more aggressive, more 

reactive, and many are disruptive and inattentive class. Could it that when there are more of them, 

they feel to against and their own (cultural) identity? Could it be 

that they are rebelling against a school system that they possibly does not acknowledge or 

accommodate them? school principal commented that sometimes, a child with behaviour 

problems is to the schooL counsellor, the problems subside because "sometimes, just the 

acknowledgement helps". Eyber et. (1997) reported a similar observation. They found that African 

children to respond positively when not treated as "previously disadvantaged" but are treated as 

. and their and cultural backgrounds are acknowledged in school. 

18See introduction (P7) a literary dlS(AlSS10n "assimilation" . 
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Cultural intersubjectivity in schools 

Many researchers have stressed that a .... J'"'''.LU'"',L .. in racially integrated should not a one-way but 

a two-way process. school to adjust to accommodate the new population of (black) 

'students, especiaUy considering multicultural education has brought 

apartheid, "culture" was . As a was viewed as tlll\,lIaJlle,lLle,> 

are many "T",·"",1c<rn/~" based on culture (Eyberet 1997). However, in basic terms, "culture" 

to how people lnT~·rn,.P4' the world around them by developing shared It is not 

it .n.",",V1Ull.'1'. to Eyber et (1997), culture is continuous change the 

boundaries are always porous". 

mtl~ra~:::t and learn to 

schooL One cannot deny or 

were to be aot)lIed, then it 

from diverse cultural backgrounds corne to 

unlderstandlng, UCI)CnUIIlII! on the lUlO."lUU. 

school where they 

and ethos 

the cultural differences. However, if the concept of intersubjectivity 

true to they are all the 

different cultures should interact resulting ultimately in a common culture. That common culture should 

reflect of all other cultures and how dominant culture (Le. White people) ~'E,"'U'''V 

world ",.,...,,,nrl common culture does not reflect aspects other cultures, 

difficulties are bound to (Eyber et aL, 

According to Toit (1995), the needs and nt"r""t" of African pupils should be accommodated if the 

, school wants to to function Pt+'''l'tl"pl than to about with all 

possible 

study found 

pn,,,,,,p implications tins might hold, schools need to pro-active in this regard." Toit's 

in had reOlress alienation and 

non-acceptance. He concluded that these negative undoubtedly have the pOlrenlLlal 

to lead to destructive conflict and to serious disruption of schools, if they are not dealt with pro-actively". 

4.3.3 Behaviour problems scholastic 

One of the that carne up in the results was that schools with higher enrolment rates of African 

behaviour problems and other types 

schools felt 

behaviour problems. 

highest rates of scholastic difficulties 

rates of children recurrent 

emotional and ,non-recurrent behaviour problems. 

a child's and scholastic problems 

common acc:omlpaIUm,enI to 

term "conduct problems" to conduct and other behaviour 
be symptomatic of conduct disorder. It does not necessarily to clinical syndrome of conduct 

but may include as~)CC1ts 
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educational underachievement (Rutter, 1990) may thus, be linked. a 

strong link between and problems problems (Rutter, 1990). One the 

nYJ:)OUleSI~S that made for this connection is that 'reading and language· are important skills at 

schooL According to Rutter (1990), failure or difficulties in one of areas may a "potent 

source loss of and may contribute to development 

of delinquent activities" and rebellious behaviour. 

It appears many of the commonly reported problems in the schools may be symptomatic of conduct 

dls;orders~V. It is to that this did not to in 

schools but to some questions for future research about aspects of their experiences and the 

lVU· .... Ul" they manifest this, the there rates conduct 

problemsin certain schools, particularly those with high rates recurrent behaviour problems, may not 

excluded. Behaviour Checklist21 a list behaviours conduct 

problems, Although scale was not as an instrument this research, some the ae!;CnIDtI 

the purpose of illustrating that many of problems schools experience 

the of conduct disorder type hptl,,,,,,.n. 

4.3.4 Adjustment problems 

Schools rpnnrU'rI that in an mcreruie in children prt:sel1uILg 

schools the last to note been 

democracy 1994. It was from time that integrated schools began accepting an 

problems the 

the advent 

number of 

black children and Education I-Iv ...... """ continued to possible of ...... """"'16 

reported problems schools is some of may a rnaJrnte~sta1tlOn 

children struggling to adjust to a changing system. 

to DSM-IV22
, aQlustimeltlt dllsor'aer is the "development clinically 

significant emotional or behavioural symptoms in reSpOltlSe to an identifiable psychosocial "'T"">C'C!I~'" 

must also be significant impairment in and! or academic functioning. The psychosocial 

stressor may be may a or for a schooL of 

commonly reported .. ,,"'v\J' ... "" .... features of adjustment disorder is depression. ""H ........ '''. and aa()le~;Cel1tS, 

Appendix 9 for diagnostic criteria for conduct disorder. 
Appendix 10 for a copy of Problem vl1'" .... "'u". 

(RPBC). to constraints, these not be discussed 
are value than themselves~ 

uutgnostllC and "' ....... ".,''''''. Manual of Mental Fourth Edition (1994). 
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depression may itself as in conduct, hyperactivity, and irritability . 

(Carlson & Cantwell, 1980; Harrington, 1995). All these difficulties do affect academic performance. 

Many of the that participated in study report experiencing types of problems, "'''IJ''''''''''UY 

those with high rates of children from disadvantaged educational backgrounds. 

exacerbate scholastic difficulties which in tum feelings depression low self-

esteem which may in more and out (Rutter, 1990). This that 

there may a vicious of problems operating schools. 

School related risk factors 

Clinical syndromes and other such problems have more than one etiological No mental health 

problem is caused by only one factor. are many that have been identified as risk for 

and one of them the school Research suggests that 

of increase risk for conduct in children· 

(Earls, 1995). However, Cn,lra(~terlSUCS of the school have also .. ,,"' ......... , .......... with more favourable 

outcomes (Mortimore, There are clinical implications fmdings this With 

.... a!~ .. rl(! to the problems discussed above, one may look at each child individually assess treat 

their individual circumstances but when so many children are having problems, it becom(~s necessary to 

look at the whole school, as a system and how it isfunctioning. 

4.4 

4.4.1 Systems theory and 

According to systems to the if'f ... rpnt levels and groupings of 

context. The functioning of whole amlJng.SI all parts \ .......... "" ....... 

& Lolwana, 1997). A 

staff, aanllnli3traitlOn and 

these overlap. For example in a school, a 

subsystems based on race, gender, etc. in the 

and the school) interacts 

community). to one must examine 

happens in one part of system, 

will affect all the The fundamental ......... , ........ '" SVSllemlC ttllnkJDg is that cause effect 

relationships not take part in one direction only. That is to say, sonletlllmg one part the 

of the cannot be blamed to cause of the occurrence something 
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(Donald et. ai, 1997). In thinking, actions are seen as and affecting each in 

cyclical, repeated patterns". This often results in vicious cycles of problems in the 

as previously hypothesised from the Any part or result in a 

effect the whole system. The same for the problems schools experience with the 

,",UAJ""''''U. When there are problems within the school system, for example high rates pupils 

manifesting problems, it raises questions about the functioning of the as a whole. It is important to 

understand these problems in the whole social context otherwise interventions will not effective 

addressing at any 

4.4.2 Whose problem is it? 

When an individual a system has behavioural manifestations' of social interpersonal problems, 

whose problem is it? In the study, (and possibly partly as an of the way questions were asked), 

many of the school principals tended to identifY individual pupils as the problem. This causes one to 

believe the solution to the problem is in the individual pupil and the schools attempt to "solve" 

pro,blem through punishments ........ , .. v.,'" to expulsion, and sometimes '"'v ..... """' .. 'u.5 

(Donald et. 1997). to "''''!Irprn,r tlIunkmg, the could the school 

itself or it could seen that the problem lies in the different levels 

subsystems. For example, in many instances, when children are to mental health 

practitioners, one often fmds that problem is not as simple as the problem (e.g. problematic 

behaviour). There are usually other factors such as family problems and child be living a 

violent community with rates poverty. In this instance, considering apartheid history, it is 

that there are issues of race and in the ",",UlVVl,..,. "",,-,.--~ associated'with 

disavowed with a result, it is many 

, , such feelings underlying many of dynamics in schools 

behaviour problems children et. aI., 1997). if the structure accepted that 

Issues and dealt with issues as an garnsatlOlrI, there be different 

consequences. 

4.5 

4.5.1 Illness vs. wellness 

As mentioned earlier in the dissertation, mental health occurs on a continuum of "illness" and "wellness". 

has always been a problem~oriented or focus interventions have been more curative in 

nature. However, during recent mental health practitioners in education have 
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advocated a paradigm the conceptualisation & Donald, 

oriented one, 

which implies a more "health-promotive", developmental and preventative emphasis. cases, this 

1997). They a shift a problem-oriented or 

health in e<1ulcatlon 

focus to a more 

has implied a towards organisations based or based preventative mt(~rvlent:lons. They have 

argued many social and economic of this approach. economic 

advantage 

overwhelming nrp'QpT1f 

success of nre:veIltatlv mII~rvemlO[LS would progressively 

qp,..,,,,I''''''' in edulcati()n (Lazarus & Donald, 1997). 

"almost 

There have some systems based which have been followed this 

paradigm shift artd these have been largely successful. include the intervention 

that was initiated by Community Psychological Empowerment Services and implemented at 

pre-school in Lavender Hill (Petersen 2000), and the Teacher's Project (TIP) 

was pver a five year at Modderdam High SchooL of the TIP was on 

development 

where the 

psychological 

(Gibson, 2000). 

school as a the project was on school organisation 

2000). also been involved in or~ianllsatlonal development 

has been on capacity sharing basic 

amongst the so-called UVl".-'"'''' workers23
" m such as schools 

4.5.2 School organisation development: Developing health-promotive schools 

School org:anilsation development has <1etlne<1 by Davidoff' and 

2000) as managing ~ ...... ,.,~, 

for the 

and organisational implies 

to more proactive and must systematically 

nec:ess:arv adjustments arising from new gained through 

(1997, as cited in De Jong, 

is aimed at facilitating 

...... ~ .... " human fulfilment 

"",,,'vV', as an organisation~ 

)rgii1ni:satJion development also but is not limited to, resource development. IS 

to take place in all schools, because most them are still functioning as 

There have been policy structural changes but is not enough to "transcend South 

deep malaise" 2000). Cultural must also take 

",..'''·11 ........ to theory, at the organisational the whole school 

may have widespread ripple at more other levels, and eventually also impact on 

individual- the child who presents with adjustment and behaviour transformation 

23People who deal with the children directly in organisations such as schoolls. 
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acknowledge children who feel marginalised and may feel more acc,entc"l (Du Toit, 1995). 

the schools the pre!;ent study appear to moving towards along the 

dealing with their problems pro-actively, org;anl.satlonat development. 

0-".-- some useful insights they have been experimenting with for the two years. For .... ""' ... ,,1-" .... , 

their peer--counselling programmes, the workshops they organise for their "'UI.J~\i"'I.v!:) (e.g. 

m3.lnagem~ent, communication problem life skills their pupils and 

emplUlSlS on having a clear, vision and ensuring stakeholders on it. They also 

have an emphasis on discussing issues and "not them under , acknowledging 

that they and dealing openly. It is to note that this is one school that does not 

follow that came up results of this study, the trend where schools with higher enrolments 

of black have higher rates of behaviour problems, School 10 has 98% black children and ......... 1"\"" 

relatively lower rates of It may be their may nn"'t'tnJ'''''u 

impact on children. further research is to investigate why some schools with similar 

circumstrunces have more problems others. 

4.6 

4.6.1 role of psychology in schools 

consllClermg that the country is coming out of a and oppressive dispensation" and 

the state of high poverty and violence, it is possible that there are millions of South 

1T11'~n" who would benefit from psychological help (Pretorius-Heuchert & Ahmed, 2001), The 

status quo psychology is that only a fraction of the people who need psychological ""'''.111'''''' 

treatment. is especially true education, where is a growing number being 1",.f""1"1"~·rl 

for treatment and very few resources to meet the demand. Mental health clinics function under pressure 

with waiting It increasingly that traditional psychological treatments 

such as 

demand 

psychotherapy are neitper sufficient nor relevant in dealing with the overwhelming 

psychological During the last decade, psychology has much trrunsltlon 

and process, a psychology has conceptualised. to Swartz & ".UU';:;VH 

(2001), "new" psychology to the old style of psychology in that it professionalism in 

favour community participation; favour of and the 

consulting room favour of community based does not imply abandoning the "old", 

operandi but integrate the two the role 

psychology, Having said this, the tentative data collected in dissertation supports the view that 

role of psychology in schools " .. v' ....... 
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Most of schools studied in this study who are utilising psychological services, report so in 

traditional way. Much of the literature that on community psychological practices has to 

on poorer, disadvantaged Very literature on the application of community 

psychology principals to White or more advantaged It may be a factor 

. that limits practitioners applying methods in White schools. However, there is a 

to shift thinking as the need psychological services becomes more pressing, need 

preventative, based interventions becomes more logical and justified. There seems to a 

need for the psychologists role to be of consultant. In this instance, consultation refers to 

range activities the psychologist may in to their skills and knowledge to 

line in the school as educators & Gibson, I). The be 

capiacllty building within the not only to facilitate coping with situation, also to 

the system to develop and adjust to the change. 

Considering that there seems to have been a number of problems in some of the schools in the sample 

the last years, it would take a lot of work to stabilise the problems within system. 

Although one cannot infer exactly what may have hat)pelt1ed in other schools, it is likely. that other former 

Model C schools are similar where are acting out and psychological services are 

scarce. It is recommende:q conducted in "'''".vv:.''' to identifY high-risk schools 

with higher rates of acting out behaviour which may linked with adjustment 

difficulties. health need to more with schools and 

assessments in the as they would any community The nl"f·<;1p.l"t perceived 

of the psychological interventions with children is to provide collateral about how 

the child functions at the 

child. 

4.6.2 need for 

It is now imperative to out how the functions relation to 

based interventions 

The findings study to the that four of the system may from 

and foremost, needs to some taking at the level the 

whole Other of the that were as potentially requiring some 

mli~rv~:nt:lon were the the .educators and the parents. would be in with thinking-

the more in interventions, the greater (positive) there will be on 

the individuals. 
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4.6.2.1 school as a whole 

One of the identified is the for schools to be involved in interventions. Some of 

the in the felt ill-equipped to deal with some of problems they to 

reported cultural differences, many of them have never enc:ou:ntered some problems before. 

cases where they have many have never experienced them to the extent 

they now fmd. a need a process of being exposed to other One 

way doing this be to have some workshops schools where people from different cultures teach 

other people in the schools about their cultures. The workshops shouid be incorporated during normal 

school hours, potentially during assembly A recommended format could be to learn about a 

difl:'erelnt culture each month. These workshops should students and staff alike. could be 

ulnr\e",hnr,,,, where can ways of living, song, 

emomNer all cultural in the ;:t""','YY1;:t and 

other 

be an entry 

parents to come in One the problems schools was that 

most African parents are involved in the of the school. A hypothesis that was made was that 

may as though they are only invited to discuss problems. If they were invited to teach school 

about their cultUres, they might become more involved and feel more acknowledged within the school 

system. children would no have to have shame about cultures. Another advantage 

that increased between various of school system, which is 

Another observation in this study was it "LlL'"'''''' to be case sensitive are 

not discussed openly in the schools. There are many sensitivities around discussing race . ___ . ___ , 

to of perpetuating politically constructed, stereotYPic categories of identity and partly to 

fear being "racist". However, the··only way to confront these is to discuss openly 

(Eyber et. 1997). This is, all, a nation of who were taught to despise other the 

time they were in pre-school (Bot, So it would be expected that may still have some 

prejudices, need to be eradicating challenging some of those 

prejudices. attitudes are by adulthood, it correct to say 

"" .. cu./;,,,/; people's attitudes, particularly may time. are 

already 

discussed 

a to have such 

4 and 10 have 

coflcelmulg race n't"',rr1"l>j'l£U" can 

such is the programme "Re a bua". The 

the schools themselves because otherwise, people 

on such an approach and find it helps to speak about sQme of 

suggests that there is 

silence. Schools 

unsaid underlying 

arising dynamics, that people speculate about anyway. Research also suggests that repressed 

n",rll"n,t'I"<: with race racism may manifest as aggression and impUlsivity 
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may, in part, some of the U.1LU\w~UUI;;;:' children are having. 

The educators 

Many of educators reported a for could be with 

educators, of at risk to start off with. programmes focus on ""''"1'''.1"\,'1''\'" 

management communication skills and basic 

programmes take into account cultural differences; how different 

cultures communicate distress, how conflicts are and how they deal with problems. Furthermore, 

educators who they are having difficulties especially in schools where there have 

overwhelming should have opportunity of support where can 

deal with, as a These could once depending on 

the needs seem like a daunting task but if apt:'rmlch(~d. strategically, it may have 

its advantages. For example, schools in a particular circuit of a geographical school area may 

hold some groups One advantage method would be that educators may 

l11!:l~nv,er that other schools report similar experiences and they may not only support other, but they 

may experiences. of such would be to build capacity 

within so that may become more aware of the students needs, and provide 

primary mental health support to children. of the this instance 

consultation training. 

Literature """JI'"JI',"'''''''' that the classr,ooIn plays a to or preventing problems in 

children. The atmosphere in classroom is very because that is one can most 

change (Donald et. 1997; Eyber et. 1997; Nicol, 

hqp,I'V!',11 that problems are more concentrated classes and not others. It is thus, 

the teacher to ensure that their classroom is a "health promotive" one (Donald et. aI., 1997). 

Donald et. a1. (1997)24 reported the role of is to the dynamics class; 

how power get played out, race issues, participation patterns and patterns cohesion, among 

other things, and to use that understanding to balance in classroom, in all areas. Educators 

may initially need to help them identify areas that may present as risk factors, and to maximise on 

already "health promotive" strategies being used in the For example, it could be 

useful if teachers could be trained in basic behaviour modification interventions. Literature consistently 

suggests that students often positive behaviours, and being fair to all students, may have a 

24For an ID-C1CDIU1 ed.tlcat;ors in a multiracial .,""WJVl. 

practical 
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positive impact on students, particularly exhibit behaviour problems (Donald et. al., 1997; 

Eyber et. al., 1997; Howlin, 1994). Some schools already started thinking lines. f\llIDIDI::f 

way of maintaining a health promotive ClaSSflDOI1n. ~!peC;laIl" 

apartheid, may be to focus more on team work 

The children 

~~~'I"nn'm and 

Lcu..lILV<4'U children, may 

impact on their 

come out 

competitiveness. 

more positive about their 

learning which could ultimately sense of self 

esteem. 

4.6.2.3 Parents 

Many of the schools eX(ltressed a need to involve pan;.lnts more life of the "",,,,vV', eSo,eCl(iUI parents 

of African children. of having the .,.. .... nn· ... parents before on preventative 

programmes cannot enough (Dawes, Robertson, Duncan, Ensink, Jackson, 

Pillay & 1997; Rutter, 1990) .... """"" .... " to be conducted to 

African parents from lower socio-economic circumstances and from the townships, in particular, feel 

about sending their children to racially integrated could some of the 

reasons that may hinder them from participating in their child's education and life at school. The 

parents could be asked what would make it easier for to be more actively involved school. 

findings of such would schools to 

Oal'ents' experiences and to col.JabiornLtivel devise appropriate stnl.te~~es to accommodate oarc:::nts more 

schools 

1'1""' ..... "'1 .. "'" times for 

facilitate gr~lter parental involvement, For example, issue is that meetings 

are at night and the transport problems, the school could think of 

such meetings; 

Another option might be for n~rl!>nt~ support groups to be ImtlaU~a to facilitate interaction betwecm n~r1"nt~ 

.................... , ... cultures. Parents could all come together pertinent 

children and share their example they could more about what their are and 

like to see hal)peniDlg in the schools. :ienleral:mg such discussions could 

parc;:nts more involved and maIly would feel more empowered. 

conununlty based. 

4.6.2.4 

Leamers are probably the most 

development 1994; Donald et. 

of the system as 

1997). Any 

COIlSe(lUencc:s. It is thus important to protect them by engaging 
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working with the difierelrlt the school participants of this 

reported that children from lower socio-economic backgrounds rp",u,.,",., 

in to the school. According to Landman (l992), effective child and aaO'lesc:em mental health 

must " ....... "' ..... 'u in the full knowledge socio-economic emllronm.ent " .......... ,.". Because the 

;:)"'"lVV,';:) and private ;:)",lJlVVl;:) ;:)1'UUl<;;;\.l here are situated suburban areas, it may be to 

socio-economic circumstances many of the live under. Hence, it is 

those into Furthermore, school should be trained to identify at important to 

learners learners 

COllSlClenUlcm is that research ;:)UESE"';:)L.., 

children are targeted (Petersen & 

term support. Another important 

preventative Inlta'Yf:ml'ons are most effective 

2000). been 

on ore'·SCl1l001 age children (petersen & Carolissen, 2000). 

school reported many children lack essential social skills, especially those with "U'EU"E'" 

'n.lI"'lV'''~U some .,""'VV..., , ........... ,... their own life 

SCl1100lS to implement granmles. Life 

progranrlmes, it would 

skills training should ideally, 

incorporated in the curriculum offered to not just those who may seem to 

be difficulties. Another of teaching learners to is to have structures 

place where students may have chance to be in a leadership role. This would, over 

class prefect and schools prefect structures. Preferably, leadership role should rotate 

enabling each child to chance of being in a role of some sort. The children 

sorts ofleadership should supported by educators and acknowledged by the ..,,,,"'VVI. 

structures In schools reported on reported 

that problems seem to more concentrated in years when peer become very 

Possible peer progranrlmes may The more could 

some training in skills and basic This would enable to 

worries and concerns with their peer counsellor as a point. This would most effective 

in schools. 

the of group merveuolons in the school environment cannot be unc1ennm,ec1. Options for 

group interventions in schools explored, eStleClall the children with 

SCh4)0IS might enlist the help 

emotional, 

mental health behavioural and other problems. This is where 

practitioners in the role of consultants and trainers. 
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4.6.3 The need for advocacy 

None of the above would be without the support of the Education Department. 

There thus, a need to lobby government into investing and developing more health structures 

education. It is clear that clinics (support centres) are immensely overloaded and the 

educational community cannot function effectively under restrained resources. One cannot overlook 

efforts that went into the school clinics in the first place, but the changing needs of 

school there has been a substantial demand. 

4.6.4 The for further 

Many recommendations for research have been discussed earlier in dissertation. 

However, there are other areas would useful to Further research is to 

investigate in more detail what the schools' perceptions are of the role of the mental professional. 

results of the study Sllggest school experiences problems with a child and that child is 

psychological look to psychologist for solutions to the 

There seems to a perception that the mental health professional will fix it and :if hel doesn't then 

this child must expelled. How the schools perceive the role of the psychologist in education? How 

would they to the What would be most useful to them? This information would be 

useful in devising preventative intervention programmes in schools. Before programmes can 

set it is important to the PaJ'en1:s' e"pelneI1lces what they the .u ............ 

health professional and what they expect from the school. 

Another area of further research might to investigate whether or not parents' reports behaviour 

problems, especially African children's parents, differ from or correspond with reports the ;)"'l.lVVJ;) 

are many difficulties associated with the reports of the schools alone as mentioned In 

the dissertation. This investigation could yield useful information about cultural definitions of "behaviour 

problems". What constitutes problematic pehaviour in For example, School 4 found 

the "loudness" of African children disturbing, do they include such behaviour category of 

"problematic behaviour"? would African parents problematic behaviour. such 

qUC~tl<ons could the interaction and communication between the school and the parents 

who might feel their children are being marginalised because their behaviour. It is very important to 

understand the symptom and what it means, what it is trying to communicate before you can actually 

it and treat it 1990). 
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Because culture and race are so sensitive, ........ · ......... 'u to conduct eth:nOJl;ratltuc 

studies and to share observations may have people tiiA'i:>r;:>nt races 

1998). same aDllears to true for educators in schools. Much ..... .",,"' .. , • ., research is 

needed to investigate more thoroughly the and culture in multi-racial schooling. 

4.7 

This set out to shed some on aspects of the experiences of integration and some 

of the prCIOle:ms they experience with children. venture was spurred, in part, by the 

rapidly referrals of particularly African children, made to the CGC open schools. Due to 

the increasing demand for psychological services for children, child mental organisations such as 

the CGC, have been unable to meet demand. Many have remained names on a waiting 

The study was a pilot study, conducted circuit 1 of the Wynberg geographical school area. Of the 14 

schools that met the criteria for inclusion the sample, 9 participated. In general, the findings appear to 

accord with findings of previous n-,,,.~,.rt'n It was found the process of integration not 

been easy for but it has been for some people. It appears that African children are those 

have found it harder to adapt to the environment schools. It was corlSlSltenlt1::; reported 

all ., ...... JV • ., those .... "" ..... ,'l'> m African LU""IU""U and those from 

lower backgrounds experience scholastic problems. Many of academic problems 

were attributed to disadvantaged educational backgrounds and language problems, which also tends to 

impact on their ability to communicate. It was found that with higher rates of African 

children reported that these African children tend to act out frustrations and many 

exhibit related problems. with lower rates of African reported that 

the African such tend to withdraw and intemalise their difficulties more. 

Whichever the case, children at risk of developing problems that may warrant psychological 

intervention. findings suggested that children were not the people who have had some difficulty 

adapting to Teachers in some particularly with more black reported 
" 

that they have found it difficult at times. Some attributed this to challenge children from 

diverse COlllcallODru b.ackl!rolun4JG dltJ:erent levels Some felt it was to a lack of 

understanding 

that behaviour 

cultures, which sornet.lme,s leads to misinterpretations. Generally, most schools felt 

v..,~,~ .. .., are on the and children are responsibility for actions. 

In line with the current trend in psychology, it was recommended is a 

interventions to redirect their Instead of focusing on child, a· viewpoint which may 

that is "the problem" problem, should focus more on the whole 
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school system, the child being a small aspect acknowledges the changes the 

system has lUldergone with the process racial integration. The advantage is that organisation 

interventions may be preventative, developmental or curative in nature and in this case, it was 

~ecommended that there needs to be more programmes for the children. 
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Race 

ON THE USE OF 

to the socially imposed catc~gones 

rl,t1rp."~·nl'l"" and matters such as l"'l."'"~'i5", 

1: 
CLASSIFICATION TERMS 

rerms 

cultural 1'\"'1"11""",,,. 

colour and other 

there 

is only one race- the human race. But this used the term in its socially sense. It is 

to emphasise that history of categories 

may to most readers. The terms are not used to perpetuare politically constructed categories 

Nor does the use of that I accept them as valid of classification. 

...... n-Ulp·U"'T in certain instances, it may to know a person's racial classification. This is because 

different it education or elsewhere. 

"""rt<>t"nn uses the terms , "Coloured", "White" and "Indian". The term "black" has 

used to 

It is important to '-'lHI-''''''''''10''-' that 

author. 

Indian is as such in 

use of these terms not acceptance (of 
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are 4 main school geographical areas within the Cape Metropole region. VVynberg Cape 

area, Athlone and population this was schools 

VVynberg school area. This area was targeted partly because of the observed rapid increase in referrals 

to schools in this area and also because the CGC falls within that school area. 

is divided 5 and "".d.'VVl" fall within 

and secondary schools, privat~:schools, special schools schools. breakdown all 

schools in the VVynberg school area, by type, is outlined in table A2.1. 

Table A breakdown of all the schools, by type, in the Wynberg Area 

Circuit I secondary primary special private ' Pre-primary • Total 

1 l 8 15 4 16 10 ' 53 I 
2 8 17 6 1 6, 38 --_. 
31 7 17 3 5 14 461 

41 , 17 7 5 10 46 

51 7 10 2, ;:I 14 42 
Total ~ 3T 82 22 30 ' 04 :£:£0 

There are a total of 119 public primary secondary schools. Of only "",.,IVV.'" which were 

historically for white pupils, (Le. former Model C schools), were included in the sample. This is because 

most of the children who were referred to the CGC were from the historically white schools. Furthermore, 

of the study, only schools falling in Circuits 2, 3, 4 and 5 were included in the Some 

private SCflIOO:IS were included in the sample although some of them were historically involved in the 

The final sample, consisted of 56 primary, secondary 

and private "'''''''V",''., 3, 4 and'S the School' Area. Table the 

breakdown schools which met the 
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Table Schools included the sample 

total number of public which were 10 sample is (30 primary ~~u,'Vv'''> and 13 

secondary schools). Private schools that were included in the sample had to have 

white pupils or at pre-dominantly white pupils. CorrespcmdeO(~e "', ... u"''''"''''' 

study institutions were exc:lu<lea from A total priyate met these and were 

hence included in the sample. final sample therefore consisted of 56 schools. 

In Part B, 56 schools from Circuits 2, 3, 4 and 5 were surveyed through the use of semi-structured 

Before of the collection could . place, to conduct this was 

sought from Provincial Administration-·-Westem (P A WC) Education Department. After 

permission had 

research and 

Instrument 

All the Que.stio:ns 

granted, letters were sent to all 56 schools, requesting their participation in the 

an overview of the research. 

Questionnaire) 

questionnaire were piloted and on 5 students. 

questionnaire l two sections; a section with a closed and ODlen-eo(lea 

questions, and a semi-structured section with only open-ended questions. The first section focused mainly 

on the schools their past present and such information. Questions were 

divided into four categories. were "Background Information", "School Structure", "Present 

(Pupils)", and "Challenges". The sequence of the questions was similar to that used in interview 

schedule. at beginning of the were ended unthreatening 

and The t~e survey questionnaire open-ended 

uel>UC)oS pel:tainirlg to more personal was on the attitudes and 

experience the process opening schools to all races and on their with 

that children present. 

Appendix 3 
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Data gathering 

Semi-structured questionnaires 3) were to school of 

schools in circuits 2, 3, 4 and 5. Semi-structured questionnaires were used as they are and 

directive but at the same time, they allow room for expression and for respondents to volunteer 

information. was sent only one questionnaire, to completed by school principaL 

who conducted research in schools were consulted to 

experiences, the expected (average) rate was calculated at being between 15 and 25 % (8 - 14 

schools), The expected response rate could undermine representivity of the sample but every effort 

was taken to the response rate. 

sent to the school principals contained about 

purpose of the the implications of the results and how they may be 

This included the 

A stamped, self-addressed 

envelope was enclosed with letters and the questionnaires. was done with the hypothesis that 

sending addressed may mcreru~e reSpO]flSe rate as it reduces the required 

reSD0l:110eJtlts. A of 3 weeks from date 

reminder were sent to all schools that had not yet were later 

followed by phone calls to schools, an attempt was made to speak with the respondents 

school Participants who were in filling in the questionnaire but not 

yet so were identified and those who were not completing the questionnaires were also 

to A list of prospective was drawn and their names were off when 

their questionnaires were Finally, telephonic contact was made for the last time with 

participants on that list whose questionnaires had not yet been received. 
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purpose of study is to how 
Africa may affected children and schools. 
inclusion study. The is to investigate avenues that 
changes, with the possible inclusion of schools in interventions. 
elicit 

information about the scnoo] information that form 

b) information pertaining to attitudes and 
all races. 

"' ... t, "' .. ,,' about process of 

for 

foundation of 

schools to 

c) information about experiences schools (staff students) undergone 
becoming open <l"u.vV'<l, 

Information with strict confidentiality identities 
of schools and respondents will remain Your co-operation and would be 
utmost importance it would be much appreciated you could complete all the questions. 

a school would a help, 

Background Information 

1. what year was school established? ---------------------------------------

what popUlation group was it originally 

3. What was initial instruction? ------------------------------------
What is it now? ---------------------------------------------------------

4. When did the school become comment on process hptnrp and 
after that including an racial inclusion policies. 
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School Structures 

What is the .., ...... 'Vv. governing "rn"l"'tllr" 

6. What is your staff complement comprised of nip",,,,, figures)? 

(a) 

(b) Administrative 

(c) 

(d) (please specify) _____________________ _ 

7. many teaching are 

(a) White? 

(b) coloured? 

(c) Black? 

(d) 

(e) other? 

8. Apart from educators, staff are involved with the and in 
capacity? 

9. How often you, as have 

(a) meetings? 

(b) meetings? 

10. Please comment on involvement school. 
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I 
• 

11. Is there a PTA? -------------------------------------------------------
yes, often 

12. How often the governing body meet? 
-----------------------------------

1 How are decisions made the school? 

Present Status (Pupils) 

14. How many learners you presently have in your school? ____________________ _ 

many you 19951 ____________________________________ __ 

15. At nr"'<:!Pt"'lT how many are 

White 

(b) Black 

(c) coloured 

(d) 

(e) other 

16. How many were there 1 

White 

(b) Black 

(c) coloured 

(d) 

(e) other 

17. How many your learners in an African township? you are not sure, please 

an 

18. How lealmelrs are dOlne!;tIc workers' are not sure, an 

What is the "u ... "u,.v. now? ----------------------------------
What was it in 1 
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20. comment on common observed social groupings _ .. ~ .. ,~~ children. 

2 i. Do the children socially across comment on each). 

(a) J;:.'"',,>., .... , 

(b) groups 

(c) race 

(d) 

What role does the school play in tenns of encouraging interaction amongst the 

across the above examples. 
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• • 

\ 

I 

the any lJVll",,,#,,, ... "'ri·,,"'." .... to cultural Please 

Challenges 

24. What are major '"' .. <La .... "!;' .. " that you school? 

What are school's IJlVVLw.Ul 

26. What sorts of difficulties do you the children 

(a) Please the per'cerlta~~e who l£l.Ha,",,:>. recurrent 

(b) of prevalence of these behavioural 

White children coloured children ------------------ -------------------
children children ------------------ ---------------------------
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28. What are 
children 

(behavioural, scholastic and/or emotional) that Black 

Could you the commonest problems (if any) you have with 

(a) White 

(b) Black children of middle living suburbs 

( c) Coloured children of middle class parents and living suburbs 

(d) living in townships 

(e) Children ... ", .. u < ...... "" of their domicile. 

Please comment on whether or not there are observable differences III the incidence! 
manifestations these problems when you compare children. 
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30. Have you noticed in your school in the 
last years? 

31. do deal behaviour problems, if they are rpr·l1r1r",., 

the school a Psychologist or alternative resources counsellors, outside 
referrals agents)? Please be 

We, at 
schools 
and 

Child Guidance Clinic, are interested in process integrating the 
how it affects people involved. Would you to comment on how you, as a school 

in your capacity as a staff member, have the transition thus far. 

What would you say has the most difficult aspect transition .... rn" .. ", 
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• 

• 

would you 

encountered, is 
students for 

expect to encounter during the process? What measures did you 
problems and how you dealt difficulties have 

is your role in L .......... ' .... ", .. F> as smooth a transition as possible in school? 

stages 
that you 

towards 

83 
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17. JUL. 2000· 10:27 l-JI(OD 

S. M. Naic'k<)f 

Telefoon 
Tel~hoDe 4Ol6404 
IFolli 

FBks 
FIL.'<: 403·6370 
Ifr:ksi 

VetW)'lImg 
Re!/:I'Cll~ 12110/2 
Isulathiso 

Ms 
University of Town 
Child GUidance Clinic 
Chapel Road 
Rosebank 
7780 

4623143 

Ms Price 

PROPOSAL: Open Schools I-"rOice~~s 

NO. 093 P.l 

PROVINSIALE ........ " ........ , • .., 

Onderwysdepartement .. 
PROVINCIAL AD}.4INISlRATION WESTERN CAPE 

ULAWULO L\VEPHOJ\"I)O LENrSHONAKOLO~ 

ISebe leMfundo 

Your to the in schools in the Western Cape has 
approved subject to the following conditions: 

III and are under no to you in your investigation. 

III Principals, teachers, leamers schools should not be identifiable in any way from the 
results investigation. 

II You make all arrangements concerning your investigation. 

III The investigation is not conducted during the fourth school 

III A photocopy this letter is submitted to the principal each school where 
research is to be conducted. 

II A summary of findings recommendations is provided to the Director: 
Curriculum Management (Research Section). 

!Ii The Department a copy of the completed report/dissertation/thesis to: 

The Director: Curriculum Management 
Section) 

Western Cape Department 
Private 8ag 9114 
CAPE TOWN 8000 

We wish you success in your research. 

f( 

Kind ......... 0 .. 1"1 

HEAD: EDUCATION 
DATE: 17 July 2000 

ASSEBLIl!F VERWYSINGSNOl\·t\iERS 1':\ AILE 

PRO:r.e::K IQ6.GEBOt: 
HA.'13 STmmOMlAAN22 
PRlV A!\.T$AK X9114 
!i:JV.PSTAO £000 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

Child Guidance Clinic 
University of Cape Town' Chapel Road 

Rosebank 7700. Cape. South Africa 
Telephone: (021) 650-3901 

Fax: (021) 689-1006 
E-mail: cgcdir@protem.uct.ac.za 

My name is Esther I am an MA (Clinical Psychology) student at the University of 
Cape I am as is required for my 
Clinical Psychology. I have a keen the transition process schools undergone in 
the movement to become open schools and intend to conduct on the nyr,,...,,,,,., 
r"'''''~'''r,'h win be conducted Leslie 
Director of the UCT Child Guidance Clinic. 

This transition process has been closely monitored by many academics. A lot of 
has to on policy pertaining to transition process 
their and families their My colleagues at the Child 
Guidance Clinic and I, are particularly interested in what schools' 
particularly This research 

that 

Your school has been inclusion in the The school met the inclusion 
in that it within Circuit one of the Wynberg School it is one of the 

schools that have been Should you willing to participate in 
we should like to conduct a minute interview with you, the school 

"''1'1''1I1('rllr~·t1 '{U"'': •• IU'1111,<A.U'J;) to three of your teaching 
by 0 minutes per member. Confidentiality of 

1"''''11'''.1'''''' of involved persons, as well as will be We hope to 
administer the interviews and questionnaires before the of the third semester, before 
18 2000. 

research has the support Cape Department of 

I would very part in study. Should you have any 
further queries about do not to contact me on the above numbers. 

CO-OP(~ra1:lOn will If! do not from you to I 
be contacting you soon by telephone to set up an appointment. 

Yours sincerely 
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1 For how have you been school principal? 

2 At we are and of children in the 

school Would please comment on any "',,<:<> ..... ""'£1 trends in social groupings 

children and how they socially across race, culture and 

3 What role does the "'''U~VL play in terms social amongst the 

children across the above 

4 school have any policies pertaining to cultural issues? 

5 What are you the school? 

6 What are the school's problem solving structures, especially pertaining to the children? 

7 What sorts of difficulties do you experience with the children in general? 

8 Could you please estimate 

problems the school? 

pupils who manifest recurrent behaviour 

9 please an estimated racial breakdown of the estimated % of children who 
recurrent behaviour problems. 

1 0 What would you 
emotional) that 

11 What about White children, what are some 
them? 

(behavioural, 

commonest problems you 

12 What about Black children of middle class n",'""nt", and in suburbs? 

13 And with Coloured children of midd~e 

14 What are the commonest problems you 
townships? 

in suburbs? 

with Black children 

with 

15 What about domestic workers' 
with them? 

What are commonest problems you experience 
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16 III the 

17 you noticed any incidence of problems 
school in the last five 

18 deal children's 

19 school have a counsellor or 

20 Clinic, are interested 
people involved. Would you 

capacity as a member, have 

would you been the most aspect of 

if they are ,..""("",.,-"""-/-" 

nrr,{'p,~c of 
to comment on how 
................... the transition 

transition process? 

What would you 
school? 

is your role in as ""u.vv •. u a as VV,.,;:HlLll ..... in the 

anything more you would to that has not 

of the 

your you 
(Switch off 
informally as a 

to allow some space to 
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APPENDIX STATISTICAL INFORMATION SHEET 

Background Information 

1. In what was the u~u~~. established? ------------------------------------
2. what population group was it originally intended? __________________ _ 

3. What was the of 
Whm is it now? ___________________________________________ _ 

When did the school "open" to all races? comment on process hptn1"P and 
that including an outline of the racial inclusion policies. 

School Structures 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

What is the .:>,-,uvv< governing structure? 

What is your complement comprised (please give 

I-.QnuulstraWte staff ---------------------------------------
specify) _____________________________________________ __ 
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7. of your '~~'~HU staff are 

(a) White? 
(b) Coloured? 
(c) Black? 
(d) Indian? 
(e) other 

Apart from educators, which staff are directly involved with the and what 

, How often do you, as educators, have 
, , 

(a) formal 
(b) informal meetings? ________________________ _ 

10. comment on ... ""'pn'r,,, involvement in the schooL 

11. Is there a 
If yes, how often does it meet? _______ _ 

12. does body meet? ___________ ~ ______ _ 

How are decisions made in school? 
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Present Status (Pupils) 

14. How learners you presently in your school? _____________________ _ 
did have in 1995? -----------------------------------------

15. At present, how many of your are 

(a) White __________________________ _ 
(b) 

Coloured -----------------------------------------------------
(d) 
(e) other 

16. How were there 

(a) White _________________________ _ 
(b) 
(c) Coloured __________________________ _ 
(d) 
(e) other' ___________________________ _ 

How many your an township? If you are 
anVO •. UH'~.V. _______________________________________________________ __ 

18. learners are domestic workers' children? If you are not sure, please an 

1 What is the educatorl ratio 
What was it 1995? -------------------------------------------------

Please leave completed questionnaire your secretary for collection. Thank you very 
much your time effort. Your contribution to research is invaluable. We hope that the 
results may be in devising appropriate intervention strategies for schools where necessary. 
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APPENDIX 8: EDUCATOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

purpose this is to the III 

may have affected the children and Your school 
study. The aim is to investigate avenues that help children 
possible inclusion schools interventions. This questionnaire is 

a) background school; that the foundation this 
research. 

b) information pertaining to attitudes and perceptions about the process of opening schools to all 
races. 

c) information about the experiences schools (staff and students) undergone in the transition 
towards schools. 

Information from will treated 
schools respondents will remain confidential. Your co-operation 
importance and it would be much appreciated if you could complete all 

1. what was school established? ____________________ _ 

what population was it originally intended? _________________ _ 

3. What was the 

What is it 

medium 

4. When did the school become "open" to all races? ___________________ _ 

How do you, as educators, have 

(a) 

(b) informal 'H"''''''''F.''' 

Please comment on parental involvement in schooL 

7. Is there a PTA? ---------------------------------------------
yes, how often it meet? -------------------------------

How are decisions made the school? 
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long have teaching at this school? __________________ _ 

10 What do you 

11 many learners do you 

12 At nrp,~pnt how your ""'TTlP'r", are 

(a) White ______ ~ _____________________ _ 

(b) Black __________________________ _ 

Coloured -----------------------------------------------------
(d) Indian ___________________________ _ 

13 

(e) 

many of your 

estimate. 

reside in an African township? If you are not 1-" va""" gIve an 

---------------------------------------------------------

14 How many learners are OOlnelmc workers' children? If you are not sure, 

15 Do the 

(a) gender 

age groups 

(c) race 

(d) culture 

(e) religion 

nn,O'T""C-T socially across (please comment on each). 
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16 What sorts of if you with the m 

(a) many of pupils , .... ,.u"',,. recurrent problems? __________ _ 

(b) P]ease an estimated breakdown (percentage) of the prevalence of behavioural problems 
under the following 

children --------- children _______________ _ 

Black children ___________ _ other children ----------------
18 What are commonest problems (behavioural, scholastic and/or emotional) that Black children 

specifically present with? 

What are the commonest 
(a) White children 

(if any) 

(b) Black children of middle class parents 

(c) Coloured children of middle parents 

(d) living in 

have with 

living in 

living suburbs 

(e) Children domestic workers regardless oftheir domicile. 
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Please comment on whether or not there are m incidence! 
manifestations problems when you compare these children. 

20 you any changes the incidence behaviour problems in your school in the 
five years? comment. 

21 How do deal with children's behaviour especially if they are recurrent? 

22 

We, at the 
and how it 
experienced 

oplmon, more could be 

Guidance Clinic, are 
involved. 

uaU.:IJ.<JV·U thus 

to help children with problems? 
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What would has been the most difficult of the t,.." ... ""t,n,n process? 

What you expect to encounter the 

by the school in anticipation of problems and how have you 

have arisen). 

In your opinion, is 
as possible? 

anything further school can do, in 

What measures were taken 

with these difficulties (if they 

to facilitate as "..".....,...,.'.h a transition 

Looking on initial stages the process of and experiences might have 
encountered, is anything that you feel should been done differently in terms of preparing 
staff <U'-""'U'.'" for the transition towards open schooling? 

there are any other comments would like to share but have not been addressed within the body 
questionnaire, please write on extra of paper provided. We thank you very much 

for your and Your contribution to is invaluable. We that the results may 
be In the 
VVLUj.lJ''-' .... U questionnaire in the 
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Further comments 
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A. 

B. 

others or major age-
presence of three (or of lln'rl1"l"'I,n1"'l'!tp societal norms or 

the following criteria in the one criterion in the past 6 

Aggression to people and animals 

a weapon 
lrnife, gun). 

been physically to people 
been physically to animals 

(6) stolen while confronting a 
robbery). 

(7) forced someone activity 

Destruction of .......... " .. I"v 

harm to 

mugging, 

has deliberately ""'UI"'''I',~'-' in fire setting intention 
(9) deliberately others' property (other than by 

Deceitfulness or theft 

broken building, or car 
(11) or or to 
(12) has stolen items of nontrivial value without confronting a 

breaking and forgery) 

Serious violations of rules 

(e.g. a bat, brick, broken 

extortion, 

damage 

"cons" others) 
shoplifting, but without 

"'''"'f"U,"CUU5 before age 13 years 

(1 

run 
home (or once 
is often truant 

disturbance in 
occupational functioning. 

causes "'Uli!!,","" 

in parental or surrogate 

years 

significant m or 

individual is age 18 years or older, criteria are not met for Antisocial Personality Disorder. 

Source: The DSM IV (1994) 
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Revised Problem Checklist 

Scale 1: Disorder 

0 

0 annoys and 

0 Fights 

0 tantrums 

0 difficult to control 

0 III group 

0 tends to do of what is requested 

0 talks back 

0 hot-tempered; 

0 quarrels 

0 pouts 

0 and nags; can't no an answer 

o 

o at other children as a way of npt·hna 

doesn't know how. 

.. ...,Jl~ .. 'JU, seems to want to 

0 and boasts 

0 others 

0 won't share; the biggest 

0 by behaviour 

0 now. 

0 to take won't do as told 

o Blames other; ""',.uv,"" own mistakes 

o Deliberately cruel to 

Source: Earls (1995) 
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